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ASSET SHARE PRICING 
FOR PROPERTY-CASUALTY INSURANCE 

Abstract 

Asset share pricing models are used extensively in life and health insurance premium 
determination. Property-Casualty rate making procedures consrder only a single period of 
coverage. Thus is true for both traditional methods, such as loss ratio and pure premium rate 
making, and financial models, such as discounted cash flow or internal rate of return models. 

This paper provides a full discussion of Property-Casualty insurance asset share pricing 
procedures. Section I compares life insurance to casualty Insurance pricing. It notes why asset 
share pricing is so important for the former and how It applies to the latter as well. Section II 
describes the consrderatrons essentral for an asset share prrcmg model. Premiums, clarm 
frequency, claim severity, expenses. and persrstency rates must be examined by trme since 
mceptron of the policy. Appropriate discount rates must be selected for (a) present values of 
the contract cash flows during each policy year and for (b) :he present value of future earnings 
at the inceptron date of the policy. 

Sections Ill through VII present four illustratrons of asset share prrcrng: 

l Section III Is a general introduction. 

l Section IV illustrates pricing considerations for an expanding book of business. Since both 
loss costs and expense costs are hrgher for new business than for renewal business, 
traditional loss ratio or pure premium pncing methods show misleading rate indications. 

* Section V discusses classification relativrties. Since persrstency rates and coverage 
combinatrons differ by classification. the traditional relativity analyses may be erroneous. 

l Section VI presents a competrtive strategy illustratron. Premium discounts and surcharges 
affect retentron rates, particularly among policyholders who can obtain coverage elsewhere. 

l Section VII shows how underwriting cycle movements can be incorporated Into prrcrng 
strategy. Expected future profits vary wrth the stage of the cycle; these future earnings and 
losses must be considered when setting premium rates. 

Section VIII discusses several types of profitabrlity measures: returns on premrum. returns on 
surplus or equity, Internal rates of return, and the number of years until the policy becomes 
profitable. Traditronal financial pncmg models examrne a single contract period and multiple 
loss payment penods. For asset-share pncmg, these models are expanded to consider multiple 
contract penods. For instance, the “return on premium” IS the present value of future expected 
profits divrded by the present value of future expected premium, not the single pcrrod 
undiscounted amounts used for operatrng ratios. 

Asset share models determine the long-run profitability of the insurance operatrons, the true 
task of the pricing actuary. 
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ASSET SHARE PRICING 
FOR PROPERTY-CASUALTY INSURANCE 

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION 

Asset share pricing models have long been used for life and health insurance premium 

development. These models examine the profitability of the complete insurance contract, from 

its inception to its final termination, including all renewals of the policy. This paper applies 

asset share pncing methods to Property/Casualty insurance. 

Asset share pricing is especially important when cash flows and reported income vary by policy 

year. For instance, a whole life policy issued to a standard rated 30 year old insured shows 

l High expense costs the first year (often greater than the gross premium). 

l Low mortality costs the first several years. 

l Higher mortality costs in later years, as the policyholder ages and the underwriting 

selection “wears off.’ 

l Statutory benefit reserves that are somewhat redundant after the second or third year, 

because of the consemative valuation mortality tables and interest rates: during the 

first several years, preliminary term reserves reduce the statutory liability.’ 

In property and casualty insurance, loss ratio and pure premrum rate making methods 

predominate. Financial pricing models are often used to set underwriting profit targets, 

although these methods, like the traditional Property/Casualty rate making techniques, 

presume an insurance contract in effect for a single policy period. Most financial models 

examine the duration of loss payments, but they do not consider the duration of the insurance 

contract (Cummins [1990]). 

1 On asset share pricing models for life Insurance. see Anderson (19591, Huffman [1978], 
and Atkinson [1987J; for health insurance, see Bluhm and Koppel [1988]. Menge and Fischer 
[1935], page 131. explain the term ‘asset share” as “the equitable share of the policyholders 
in the assets of the company.” 



Life versus Casualty Rate Maklng 

The differing rate making philosophies for life and health insurance versus property and 

casualty insurance stem from several factors: 

1. Few individual life or health insurance policies may be cancelled or non-renewed by the 

insurer, except for non-payment of premium. In property and casualty insurance, 

particularly in the Commercial Lines, the carrier has the right to terminate the policy at 

the renewal date and often to cancel the policy in mid-term.2 

2. Life and health insurance claim costs vary by duration since policy Inception. for two 

reasons: 

l Policyholder age: mortality and morbidity costs rise as the Insured ages. 

l Underwriting selection: medical questionnaires and exammations for life and health 

insurance lead to lower average initial benefit costs for insured lives. The effects of 

underwrlting selection “wear off” after several years (cf. Dahlman [1989]. page 5). 

In property and casualty insurance, the relationshlp between expected losses and duration 

since policy Inception is less apparent. 

3. Expenses show a similar pattern: Whole life commission rates are high in the initial year 

but low for renewals (Lombardi and Wolfe [1986]). For Property-Liability carriers 

using the independent agency distribution system, commlsslon rates do not differ between 

the first year and renewal years. 

4. Much life insurance is provided by level premium contracts. The premium exceeds the 

anticipated benefits during the early policy years, when the insured is young and healthy. In 

2 Renewability provisions in health insurance vary among contracts, though cancellable 
policies are proscrlbed in many jurisdictions (Barnhart [1960]). Many states now proscrlbe 
mid-term cancellations of Personal Automobile policies; others, such as California or 
Massachusetts, prohibit even non-renewals. 
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later years, anticipated costs exceed the premiums and are funded by the policy reserves 

built up in earlier years. In contrast, property and casualty insurance rates may be revised 

each year. No “policy reserves” are held to shift costs among accountmg periods. 

Developments in Casualty Insurance 

These differences are valid, and asset share pricing is therefore more common for life and 

health insurance premium development. But Property/Casualty insurance IS taking on several 

of the attributes that motivate asset share pricing. 

1. Most Personal Lines insurance polictes are now Issued by direct whters, whose commission 

rates are higher in the first year than in renewal years. 

2. Although the insurer may have the right to cancel or non-renew the contract, It rarely does 

so. Profitability depends on the stability of the book of business. and carriers seek to 

strengthen policyholder loyalty. 

3. Expected loss costs are greater for new business than for renewal business. Most actuarial 

studies of this phenomenon have concentrated on Personal Automobtle insurance, though it is 

valid for most other lines of business as well. 

The question faced by all insurers is the same: ‘7s ir profitabie to write the insurance policy?” 

A financially strong carrter does not focus on reported results or cash flows for the current 

year. Rather, it examines whether the stream of future profits, from both the onglnal policy 

year and from renewal years, justtfies underwnting the contract. Asset share prlctng enables 

the actuary to provide quantitative estimates of long-term profitability. 



SECTION II: ASSET-SHARE COMPONENTS 

Asset share prrcing IS not yet common in property and casualty insurance, for several reasons: 

l The data needed are not always available. 

l Casualty pricing techniques are still somewhat undeveloped. 

l The casualty insurance policy allows great flexibility in premiums and benefit levels. 

l Liability claim costs are uncertain, both in magnitude and in timing. 

Thus section examrnes the qualitative influences on the asset share pricing components, to lay 

the groundwork for the quantitative model that follows. 

A. Premiums 

Premiums for whole life policies are set at policy inceptron. and they continue unchanged until 

the termrnation or forfeiture of the contract. Premiums for renewable term life policies are 

generally guaranteed for the first several years and illustrated for an additional ten or fifteen 

years. Similarly, policyholder dividends on participating contracts are often illustrated for the 

first twenty years.3 

Property and casualty Insurance premiums may be revised each year or half-year, and 

insurers do not rllustrate the expected future premiums. In fact, premiums fluctuate widely 

from year to year, for a variety of reasons. 

1. Inflation raises loss costs, and premiums are adjusted accordingly. Life insurance benefits, 

in contrast, are fixed in nomrnal terms. 

2. Underwriting cycles raise and lower the premiums charged, whether by manual rate 

3 The NAIC Life Insurance Solicitation Model Regulation requires that insurers illustrate 
surrender cost and net payment cost indices for 10 and 20 year durations (Black and Skipper 
[1987]). Premiums for some newer contracts, such as indeterminate premium and universal 
life policies, are harder to project for future years. 
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revisions or indrvidual nsk rating adjustments. Underwnting cycles are not found rn 

individual life insurance. 

3. The Insured’s classification or exposure may change from year to year. The Personal Auto 

insured may marry, the Workers’ Compensation insured may expand its operations, and the 

Commercial .Property risk may Install fire protection equipment.4 The classification of the 

individual life policyholder generally does not change after inception of the po1icy.s 

In sum, the level premiums for traditional whole life insurance policies, versus the variable 

premrums for casualty products, has contributed to the greater reliance of life actuanes on 

asset-share pricing methods. 

B. Claims 

Mortality rates are stable from year to year, and the influences on mortality are well 

documented. We may not fully understand why sex has such a strong influence on mortality, but 

given an individual’s age, sex, and physical condition, we can provide a life expectancy (Berin. 

Stolnitz, and Tertlebaum [1990]). At the inception of the insurance policy, the actuary can 

4 See, for instance, Feldblum [199OB]: “. average loss costs vary over the life of a 
policy. For example, many young unmarried men are carefree dnvers, less concerned with 
safety than with presenting a courageous image. Once they have married, begun careers, and 
borne children, they feel more responsibility, both individual and financial, for their families 
- and their driving habits improve accordingly. When their chrldren become adolescents and 
start driving the family cars, auto insurance loss costs climb rapidly. But when the children 
leave home and the insured retires, the automobiles may be unused except for shopping trips 
and weekend vacations: automobile accidents become rare. Finally, when the driver enters his 
or her 70’s, physiologtcal health deteriorates and reactions are slowed. If the insured continues 
to dnve. accident frequency increases.’ Similarly, Whitehead [1991], page 312, writes: 
‘Changes in inherent risk over time - the typical ‘life-cycle’ of an insured with respect of 
individual private passenger automobrle insurance is for the level of inherent risk to decline as 
the age of the insured and his level of driving experience and competence increases (at least 
until a relatively advanced age).’ 

s Minor exceptions exist. For instance, a substandard rated policyholder may be re-rated 
after several years upon submission of evidence of insurability (Woodman [1989]). Re-entry 
term insurance allows reclassification at the end of each select period (Galt [1989]; Jacobs 
[1984]). 
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estimate mortality rates for the insured’s lifetime. Barring major wars or epidemics, the 

estimates should be accurate. 

Claim rates in casualty insurance are more variable and less well understood. Why do urban 

drivers have higher Personal Auto claim frequencres than suburban residents have? Is traffic 

densrty higher in crties than m rural areas. 7 Are road conditions worse in urban areas? Are 

suburban residents, who are frfendly with the neighboring chrldren, more careful drivers? 

Are there more attorneys in crtres. and do they encourage accident victims to file claims? Does 

the type and extent of medical treatment differ between urban and rural areas? Are rural 

residents more familiar ‘with insurance agents and brokers and less inclined to seek 

compensation from ‘impersonal” corporatfons?s 

Claim rates in Workers’ Compensation vary with economrc conditions and with the operations of 

the insured. Durmg recesslons. when layoffs or plant closings are anticipated, many employees 

file Workers’ Compensatron clarms for mmor, non-disabling injunes that they would ignore in 

more prosperous times (Borba [1989]; Butler, Worrall. and Borba [1986]). When a firm 

expands quickly, wfth young, Inexperienced workers, accidental injuries are more common 

(Worrall, Appel. and Butler [1987]). 

In the commercial iiabrlity lines (Other Liabrlity, Products Liability. Medical Malpractice, and 

Professional Liability), statutory enactments and judicial precedents affect the frequency of 

claims. Congressronal passage of the CERCLA in 1980, with strict, several, and retroactive 

liability, encouraged the filing of envrronmental impairment clarms (Hamilton and Routman 

e Casualty actuaries are just begmning to examine these issues. On traffic density in urban 
and suburban areas, and on the contributron of suburban drivers to urban traffic, see Brissman 
[1980]. The importance of attorneys can be seen by comparing claims represented by 
attorneys and those not represented in urban and rural areas (AIRAC [1988; 19891). The 
effects of “claims conscrousness.” or the proclivity to file insurance clarms. can be measured by 
the ratro of Bodily Injury clarms to Property Damage claims. The frequency of PO claims is 
prrmarrly determmed by the Incidence of physical accidents. The frequency of BI clarms is 
affected by clarms conscrousness and attorney involvement as well. The ratio of 81 to PD claims 
varres by jurisdiction. and it is higher in cities than in rural areas (IRC [199Oj; Wall 
[1991]). The type of medical practitioner. such as physician, chiropractor, or physical 
therapist, affects both claim frequency and severity (Marter and Weisberg [1991; 19911; 
Wersberg and Derrrg [1991: 19911). 
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[1988]). State legislation modifying the statute of limitations and setting caps on awards has 

affected the filing of Medical Malpractice claims. 

The stability of life insurance benefits versus the variability of casualty insurance losses is a 

second reason for the greater use by life actuaries of asset-share pricing methods. However, 

the fundamental issue is not the predictability of losses but the relationshrp of losses and 

expenses to persistency. The asset share model examrnes a particular policy and asks: ‘7s this 

risk’s expected profitability above or below he average for other msureds in ifs c/ass?” To 

answer this question, we examine three items: relative loss costs and expenses by policy year 

and persrstency rates by classification. 

Policy Duration and Claim Frequency 

Policy duration has a strong influence on claim frequency, particularly in Personal Automobile, 

where new insureds have higher average loss ratios than renewal policyholders. Conning and 

Company [1988], pages 10-l 1. note that “Companies have acknowledged results which show 

new business loss ratios varying from 10% higher to more than 30% higher, depending on the 

line of business and the underwriting year.” Older drivers. with lower average claim 

frequencies and loss ratros. are more common in an insurer’s renewal book than in its new 

business (Feldblum (199081). Several Personal Auto writers provide “renewal discounts,” 

which reflect the lower loss and expense costs after the first policy year. 

InexperIence, Youth, Transience. and Vehicle Acquisition 

The relationship between duration of the policy and expected claim frequency results from 

several factors. Drivers who apply for new auto insurance policies are likely to be 

inexperienced, young, or “transient’ insureds. Also, they have often recently acqurred the 

automobile itself, and they may be unaccustomed with the particular hazards of the vehicle. 

1. Experrence: Good driving habits are acquired over time; safety precautions are “second 

nature” for the expenenced driver. Many accidents result from carelessness, not reckless- 

ness, so inexpenenced dnvers have high claim frequencies (Bailey and Simon [1959]). 



2. Youth: Young drivers, both male and female, have higher than average claim frequencies, 

even after adjusting for drrvmg experience. Young drivers with their own residences or 

automobiles have relatively new auto insurance policies. [Adolescent drivers living at home 

may be insured on their parents’ policies. Since these drivers have high average claim 

frequencies, they cause a temporary reversal in the generally inverse relationship of 

frequency with policy duration.] 

3. Transience: Many high risk drivers. such as young males, are “transient” insureds. in that 

they often drop their coverage with one carrier and purchase a policy from another. 

Termmation rates for young male drivers are as high as 20-30%. for several reasons: 

l Young male drivers are more likely to voluntarily cancel their policies, perhaps because 

they move to other locations, they get married and switch to their wives’ insurers, or 

they drop their coverage after an accident. 

. Company underwriters are more likely to cancel the coverage of a young male driver 

than that of an adult driver, since the young male driver is more likely to have caused an 

accident and be considered too risky to Insure. 

l Young male drivers are likely to experience financial difficulties and fail to pay the 

required premiums. 

l Young male drivers with high premium payments have more incentive to shop around for 

cheaper coverage.7 

7 See Feldblum [1990A], particularly Figure 7 and the accompanying discussion. 
Similarly, D’Arcy and Doherty [1989], page 38. speak of “poor risks that move from insurer 
to insurer as their true risk exposure is discovered.” D’Arcy [1988], page 28. lists four 
reasons for the higher loss ratios of new business: “The inability to surcharge new insureds 
properly since less information is avallable. the higher loss potential of insurance shoppers 
who regularly shift from Insurer to insurer in search of bargain coverage, the fact that new 
insureds include a high proportion of risks not wanted by other insureds, and the posslbllity 
that new insureds may be individuals unfamiliar with local driving conditions.’ 



Many low-risk msureds. such as retired drivers in their 60’s and 70’S, have termination 

rates as low as 3 or 4%. Retired drivers have less information about marketplace prices, 

which younger persons may hear about at the workplace. s These low-risk “stable” insureds 

reduce the claim frequencies of renewal business compared to new business. 

4. The duration since the inception of the policy is correlated with the time since acqutsition of 

the automobile. Accident frequency often decreases with time since acquisitton, as the 

insured becomes accustomed to the hazards of the particular vehicle. For instance, the 

insured may have purchased a second hand vehicle during the summer, only to discover that 

the car skids on icy December roads. 

The age of the vehicle (not the time since acquisition) is a classification dimension for 

physical damage coverages. since the value of the car declines over time. The time since 

acquisition of the vehrcle. not its age, is important for liability coverages. The two 

classification dimensions are the same only when the insured purchases a new automobile. 

Contrast (i) a recently acquired 5 year old car with (ii) a new model car bought two years 

ago, The two year old car would have the hrgher physical damage rate relativity, and the 5 

year old car would have the higher liability relativity. 

The relationship between loss ratios and the duration since policy inception may also be affected 

by the carrier’s reunderwnting actions. D’Arcy and Doherty [1989] suggest that “the 

accumulation of private information by the contracting insurer” causes declining loss ratios as 

the policy ages. The importance of this private information depends on the insurer’s 

underwriting philosophy and on power of this information to predict future loss costs.9 

s Many policy “terminations’ for older drivers result from death, poor health, or other 
reasons that prevent them from driving, not because they find a cheaper rate with another 
carrier, Thus, these drivers are not “transient” insureds. 

9 “Underwriting terminations” are less important than voluntary terminations in 
explaining the differences between young male and adult persistency rates in Personal 
Automobile insurance (Feldblum [1990A], Figure 8). However, underwrrting terminations 
weed out the particularly poor risks, and so they may have a larger effect on the relationship 
between loss ratios and the duration smce policy inception. 
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In Workers’ Compensation. the loss engineering services provtded by the insurer, as well as its 

encouragement of a safe work environment, reduce claim frequency among persisting insureds. 

Loss control studies can be expensive, and the insurance carrier lacks the incentive to 

undertake them for “transient’ risks. Similarly, a successful loss control program initiated by 

the carrier will encourage the insured employer to retain the coverage.10 

10 The relationship between claim frequency and “transient” risks is also applicable to 
Workers’ Compensation. Commenting on the unprotitability of small Workers’ Compensatton 
risks, Kormes [1936]. pages 49-50, says: “. this group of risks, which unfortunately float 
from carrier to carrier, has a great influence on the unsatisfactory small risk situation .” 

Small enterprises that mushroom during prosperous years often fail when the economy sours. 
Since these firms lack the funds for needed workplace safety measures and thetr workforce often 
conststs of inexperienced employees, thetr occupational injury rates are high. Those firms that 
fail face additional costs: Since the employee’s alternative to insurance payments is 
unemployment, claim filings are hrgh. 
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C. Expenses 

Insurance expenses are greater in the year the policy is first issued than in renewal years, 

since underwriting and acquisition expenses are incurred predominantly at policy inception. 

This is true for both “per policy” expenses, such as the costs of underwriting and setting up 

files, and “percentage of premium” expenses, such as commissions and premium taxes. 

Life Insurance Expenses 

Premium determination for life insurance policies incorporates these expense differences by 

policy year. For instance, Jordan [1975], page 133, gives the following illustration of a gross 

premium calculation (see also Neil1 (19771, pages 53-56): 

G l $ = 1o05(l+i/~)Ax + .75G + .2G (&.t _ a,.1l) 

+ .lG ($:61 .dxz21) + .05G ($. c&,~) + 10 + 2ax 

where 
G is the annual gross premium for $1000 of insurance, a,, $, and Ax are the standard 

annuity and cost of insurance functions, and expenses are as follows: 

per premium: 75% of the first premtum. 20 % of the second premium, tO% of the third 
through sixth premiums, and 5% of each premium thereafter: 

per amount: $10 at the beginning of the first year, and $2 at the beginnmg of each 
subsequent year per 51000 of insurance: 

per claim: $5 per $1000 of insurance as the cost of settlement. 

An asset share pricing model uses a table of expense rates, which might begin as follows (cf. 
Belth [1966], pages 22-24): 

Exhibit 1: Illustrative Expense Costs for a Whole Life Policy 

Policy Percent of Premium Percent of Dollars 
Year Commtssrons Other Face Value Per Policy 

1 60% 5% 2.5% $200 
2 10 5 0.2 50 
3 IO 3 0.2 25 
4 5 3 0.2 25 

1 1 
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Casualty Insurance Expenses 

The loss ratio and pure premium methods that are used for casualty insurance rate making do 

not differentiate insurance expenses by policy year. An expected loss ratio is derived from 

company budgets (e.g., advertising), agency contracts (e.g., commissions), state statutes (e.g.. 
premium taxes), or Insurance Expense Exhibit data (e.g., general expenses). The experience 

loss ratio, after trending, development, and similar adjustments, is compared to the expected 

loss ratio to determine the indicated rate change (McClenahan [1990]). This procedure treats 

all expenses identically. regardless of their actual incidence. 

Policy Duration and Insurance Expenses 

Property/casualty expense costs, like life Insurance expense costs, are greater In the onginal 

year of issue than in renewal years. 

1. Underwriting expenses incurred predominantly in ‘the first year include salaries, costs of 

policy issuance and underwnting reports (e.g.. DMV reports for automobile insurance or 

credit reports for Homeowners’), and expenses allocated as overhead on salaries. Renewal 

underwntmg may be only a perfunctory review of past loss experience. 

2. Loss control expenses Incurred erther at or before policy issuance include technical 

inspections (Boiler and Machinery) landfill inspections (Environmental Impatrment), loss 

engineering servrces (Workers’ Compensation), financial analyses (mortgage guarantee), 

and building inspections (Commercial Fire). Few inspections are repeated at renewal dates. 

Those which are, such as some workplace safety inspections for Workers’ Compensation, are 

less comprehensive than the onginal underwriting inspectron. 

3. Acquisition expenses for direct writers are greater in the first year than in renewal years. 

Three types of commission schedules are used in property/casualty insurance: 

l Independent agency companies pay level commrsstons. such as 15% or 20% of premium, 

in all years. The level commission structure is needed because the agent ‘owns the 
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renewals” (cf. National Fire Insurance. 1904). That is, the insurer may not bypass the 

agent when renewing the policy. Rather, the agent may place the insurance with any 

earner he represents. as long as the consumer agrees. A lower commission in renewal 

years would induce the agent to move the policy to a competmg insurer and obtain a 

“first year” commission. 

The level commission structure does not reflect the actual incidence of acquisition 

expenses, smce agents spend more effort writing new policies than renewing existing 

polictes. Because of this (and other reasons), the independent agency system is 

inefficient.1 1 In the Personal Lines of business, direct writers are steadily gaining 

market share, and the level commission structure is becoming less important. As the 

asset share pricing model shows, a level commission structure works well for risks that 

terminate quickly. It works poorly for risks that endure with the carrier. But the 

persisting risks, with lower loss ratios, are more profitable. In other words, it is 

inappropriate for the persisting and profitable risks.. 

l Many direct writers pay commissions that vary by policy year: htgh first year 

commissions (20 to 25%) and low renewal commissions (2 to 5%). Since the insurer, 

who is the agent’s sole employer, owns the renewals, the agent has no opportunity to 

move the policyholder to a competing carrier. 

l Some direct wnters have either (i) a salaried sales force or (ii) a sales force that is 

compensated partly by commission and partly by salary. The acquisition costs incurred 

by the insurer may be determined by the actual incidence of these expenses. For 

instance, suppose the agent recetves salary and benefits of $100,000 a year, spends 

80% of his or her time obtainmg $500,000 of new business a year, and 20% of his or 

her time servicmg $2 million of renewal business. The insurer is paying the equivalent 

11 The primary “other reasons” are the relative ease of automating a captive agency 
compared to an independent agency and the ability of direct writers to integrate distribution 
strategy wtth underwriting strategy. On the efficiency of insurance distribution systems, see 
Joskow [1973]. Cummins and VanDerhei [1979]. and Cummins [19-l. 
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of a 16% commission on new business and a 1% commission on renewal business.12 

4. Most “other acquisition expenses,” such as advertising, subsidies for new agents, and 

development costs for expanding or automating distributions systems, are expended at or 

before the inception date of the policy. 

Casualty actuaries often differentiate between “fixed” and “variable” expenses. Variable 

expenses are those that are directly proportional to premium. Fixed expenses do not vary 

directly with premium: some are “per policy” expenses, such as some underwriting expenses, 

and some are “sunk costs” related to the block of business as a whole, such as certain advertising 

costs. The appropriate treatment of fixed and vanable expenses is discussed in Section IV below. 

12 Formally, if ‘x” is the first year commission rate and ‘y” is the renewal commissron 
rate, then 

($500,000)(x) c (s2,000,000)(y) = $100,000 
(0.80) + (0.20) = ((s5oo,ooo)(x)} + [(%2.000,000)(y)), 

or x = 16% and y = 1%. 
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Il. Persistency 

Persrstency rates, or retention rates, are the crux of asset share pricing models. Independent 

insurers pay careful attention to Personal Auto retention rates, though rating bureaus have yet 

to incorporate them into their ratemaking procedures. 

Policy Duration and Profitability 

Persistency rates are most important when the net insurance income varies by duration since 

inception of the policy. Consider first a whole life insurance policy. 

Net insurance income = (premium collected + net investment income) - (benefits paid 
+ increase in policy reserves + incurred expenses t federal income taxes). 

The Standard Non-Forfeiture Laws of each state cause the expected value of 

(premium + net investment income) - (benefits paid + increase in reserves) 

to be rather level each year, whether the policyholder persists or terminates.13 

Influences on Persistency Rates 

Persistency rates vary widely by company. In Personal Auto, for instance, State Farm has high 

retention rates, because (a) it targets a suburban and rural insured population, (b) it offers 

low premium rates, and (c) it provides renewal discounts. Many independent agency companies 

have low retention rates, (a) because the agents, who are not beholden to any partrcular 

carrier, can move the insured to whichever company offers the lowest rates, and (b) because 

1s The expected value will be level, but the actual value will vary. being lower in the year 
of death. Preliminary term policy reserves increase the value of net insurance income in the 
first policy year, though not enough to offset the higher underwriting and acquisition expenses. 
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these carriers use little consumer advertising. 14 The typical Personal Auto direct writer has 

retentron rates of about 90%. rangmg from under 85% in the first policy year to about 95% 

after 10 years. In other words, termination rates (“lapse rates’) are over 15% in the first 

policy year and decline to about 5% after 10 years. 

Persistency improves with 
duration since policy inceptron. Long-Term Ordinary Life Lapse Rates 
The graph on the right shows 
industry-wide ordinary 
insurance lapse rates (vertrcal 
axis) by policy year since 
inceptron (horrzontal 

a:: ifi; 

(LIMRA [1988], Table 6. page 
338; cf. Buck [1960], page 
275). 

I 2 3 4 5 6-9 10 11 

There is an rnturtive relationship between duration and persrstency for both life and casualty 

insurance. In the onginal year of issue, many policyholders are undecided about the relative 

value of the policy and the required premiums. Some insureds may decide that the Insurance is 

not worthwhile; some may be dissatisfied with their carrier’s service: some may believe the 

premium is too hrgh and continue shopping for a lower rate: and some may be unable to afford 

any Insurance. Thus, voluntary terminatron rates during the first year are high. In casualty 

lines of business, moreover, where underwnting terminations are permitted, carriers often re- 

evaluate newly acquired risks that have had accidents in the first one or two policy years. 

Once a policyholder has kept the policy for several years, it is likely that he or she will renew 

the contract for another year. The insured is probably satisfied wrth the carrier’s servrce and 

finds the premiums reasonable and affordable. And unless the insured’s classification changes, 

14 Life insurance shows similar variability. With regard to whole life persistency, LIMRA 
[1990b. page 2861 notes: “Regardless of policy year, there is consrderable vanation in lapse 
experience across companies. For policy years l-10. one quarter of the lapse rates are below 
10 percent. Another quarter of the lapse rates generally exceed 20 percent.” See also Anderson 
[1959], page 373; Winn er al. [1989]; Moorehead [1960], page 297; Belth [1968]. page 19. 
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underwriting termmatrons are unlikely.ls 

Termination Rates and Probabilities al Termination 

Persistency may be analyzed either by termination rates or by probabilities of terminabon. 

The terminaIion rate is the number of termrnations dunng a given renewal perrod divided by the 

sum of terminations during that period plus policies persisting through that perrod. The 

probability of terminalion IS the number of terminations during a given renewal period divided 

by the number of originally issued policies in that cohort. [A cohort is a group of policres 

written in a given issue period.]rs 

For instance, suppose an insurer writes 100 auto policies m 1990, 20 risks lapse the first 

year, 10 lapse the second year, and 5 lapse the third year. The termination rates are 20% 

[=20+100] the first year, 12.5% [=10+80] the second year, and 7.1% [=5+70] the third 

year. The probabilities of termination are 20% [=20+100] the first year, 10% [=lO+lOO] 

the second year, and 5% [=S+lOO] the third year. Termination rates more clearly disbngursh 

1s Classification changes are common in Personal Automobrle. Most changes are from 
higher to lower rated classifications, such as a movement from youthful to adult driver, from 
unmarried to married driver, or from urban to suburban resident. These changes rarely 
provoke underwriting terminations. Some changes are to higher rated classifications: for 
example, an adolescent son may turn 17 and obtain a driver’s license, the use of the car may 
switch from “pleasure” to ‘drive to work,” or the insured may move from a low rated territory 
to a higher rated territory. These changes may lead to a re-evaluation of the risk. The most 
common impetus for reunderwriting, though, is not classification changes but poor c!aim 
experience, as noted in the text. 

1s Compare Huffman’s distinction between asset shares and the asset fund. A t is the “asset 

share per $1,000 unit of coverage in force at the end of policy year t.’ Fr is “the asset fund per 

& initial/y issued units, accumulated at interest to duration f” (italics added). Huffman notes 

that “the asset share prorates funds among policyholders so that each gets its share: the asset 
fund does not, thereby measuring the accumulated funds held by the insurer’ (Huffman [1978], 
pages 278-279). 
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persistency patterns by classification.17 Probabilities of termination, in certain analyses, 

provide a better portrayal of the insurer’s profitability.ls 

17 For instance, suppose 100 policies were issued to adult drivers and 100 policies were 
Issued to young male drivers. By the fifth renewal. 20 of the adult drivers had lapsed, and 60 of 
the young male dnvers had lapsed, leaving 80 adult drivers and 40 young male drivers. By the 
next renewal, an additional 5 adult dnvers and 5 young male drovers terminate therr coverage. 
The termination rates are 5+80. or 6.25%. for adult drivers and 5+40, or 12.5%, for young 
male drivers. The probabilities of termrnatfon. however, are 5% for both groups of insureds. 

1s The distrnctron between termination rates and probabilities of termmatron is taken from 
life insurance. The mortality rate is the annualized probability that an individual will die at a 
grven time. The corresponding probabdi~ is the number of deaths at a given age divided by the 
number of insureds who have attained that age (Batten [1978]; Atkinson (19891, pp. 51-54). 

The use of these terms here is not identical to that in life insurance. The life insurance lapse 
rate pertams to a given moment of time. The life Insurance probabrlity of lapse is the percent 
of wrthdrawing policyholders during the year. The terminatron rate as used here IS equivalent 
to the probabrlity of lapse. The probability of termination as used here is the percent of 
onginal policyholders who terminate In a grven year. The diagram below illustrates the use of 
these terms. 

Termmatlon Rate During 1991 = 
Probabllityof Lapse During 1991 

Policy,lssuance 

I I I I 
l/1/90 l/1/91 Lapse Rate 111192 

al 7/l/91 

J 
Probabllitles of Termlnatlon Durmg 1990 and 1991 
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Persistency by Classification 

Persistency rates vary greatly by 
classification. In Personal Auto 
insurance, young male drivers have 
high termrnatron rates, retired 
drivers have low termination rates, 
and middle aged drivers are in 
between. The graph on the right 
shows illustratrve probabilities of 
termination for these three 
classifications. 

Young male 
dult 
red 

The termination rate differences by classification, of course, are greater. The vertical axis in 

the graph above shows the probability of termination. and the horizontal axis shows the policy 

period since inception.1 9 

Life insurance persistency patterns are analyzed by issue age, duration, interest rates, sex, 

rating (standard, preferred, and substandard), policy face amount, premium payment pattern 

(whole life versus limited payment life: annual. monthly. and payroll deductron). policy form 

(ordinary life, unrversal life, graded premium whole life, variable life, traditional term, 

select and ultimate term), distnbution system (general agents, brokers, and branch offices), 

1s See Feldblum [1990: EAPP; 1990: PAP]. LIMRA shows similar relationships for long- 
term ordinary life insurance. Lapse rates for issue ages 20-29 are about double those for issue 
ages 50-59 at all policy durations: see LIMRA [1990a]. pages 338-339, Tables 6-10. (Add 
other life references for termination rates by policyholder age.} 

LIMRA’s most recent studies show lapse rates in the year of issue about 50 to 100% higher than 
those in the tenth and subsequent renewal years. Older persistency studies, such as Linton 
[1924]. Moore [1960]. and LIMRA’s studies from the 1970’s. show lapse rates in the year of 
issue about 5 times higher than those in the tenth and subsequent renewal years. (See LIMRA 
[1990b] page 295, Table 2. for a comparison.) Persistency patterns are sensitrve to external 
economic and social forces, so an unexamined extrapolation from historical experience may be 
misleading. Similar caution should be used when extrapolating from past Personal Auto 
experience. 



and numerous other variables.20 Some of these dimensions are pertinent only to life insurance. 

For instance, if market interest rates rise faster than the credited rate on a Universal Life 

policy, lapse rates may increase. Other dimensions apply to casualty insurance as well. Policy 

duration and issue age are discussed above. The relationship between the distribution system 

and persistency patterns is particularly important for casualty insurance. 

The dependence of persistency patterns on these dimensions warrant a careful analysis of the 

available experience. For an independent agency company to use persistency patterns derived 

from direct writers makes as much sense as for an insurer to use claim frequencies from adult 

drivers for young male insureds. Similarly, the persistency patterns between urban and rural 

territories may differ as much as loss costs differ between these territories. The termination 

rates used in Sections IV through VII are illustrative; only by coincidence would they be 

appropriate for a given company and a given block of policies. 

20 See Atkinson [1987: 19893. Belth [1968], page 18. notes additional dimensrons. such 
as policyholder’s income, occupation, previous ownership of life insurance, experience of the 
agent, and presence of policy loans. 
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E. Discount Rates 

Asset share models examine cash flows and revenue streams over the lifetime of the policy. 

Future profits and losses of each policy year are discounted to the origtnal issue date to 

determine present values. 

Life Insurance Discount Rates 

In non-participating whole life insurance contracts, both premiums and benefits are fixed at 

issue. Claims are pard soon aher death, so there is no “settlement lag.’ The discount rate used 

to determine the present values of future premrums and benefits for statutory policy reserves 

is limited by the state’s Standard Valuation Law. Life insurance policy reserves do not have the 

uncertainty of casualty insurance loss reserves, which are affected by inflation rates. 

The life actuary using an asset share model begms with known quantities: premrum. death 

benefits, and policy reserves. With appropriate assumptions for mortality and wrthdrawal 

rates, he or she can determine statutory or GAAP book profits of each year. All that is needed is 

a discount rate to determine the present value of future earnings. 

Casualty Insurance Issues 

Casualty claims are not settled immediately after the accident. Under tort liability 

compensation systems, claim investigation, determmation of liability, and legal negotiation and 

adjudication may delay settlements for months or years. In the no-fault lines of business, such 

as Workers’ Compensation and Automobile PIP. wage loss reimbursements are made only as the 

loss is accrued, so payments stretch out over years. 

Property/Liability insurance accounting, whether statutory or GAAP, records incurred losses 

on an undiscounted basis, resulting either in underwriting losses or in lower underwriting 

profits than if discounted loss reserves were held. The investment income in the Annual 

Statement - which may be viewed an offset to the underwriting loss - is the present investment 

income from the company’s financial assets, not the investment income expected in the future 

(Feldblum [1993]; Singham [1990]). Property/Liability insurance accounting, both 
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statutory and GAAP. does not match the underwriting experience on a block of policies with the 

investment expenence for the same block of policies. This matching, though, is essentral for 

asset share prrcmg models. Several methods of matching underwnting and Investment 

experience may be used: 

a. Record undiscounted Incurred claims, but include an offsettmg investment income 

account tied to the assets supporting the unpaid losses (option 3 of Salzmann [1984]). 

b. Record cash transactions, not the accounting statement incurred losses. The asset share 

model looks like an expanded (multi-period) internal rate of return model.21 

c. Record discounted loss reserves. The discount rates for unpaid losses may be market 

interest rates, risk-free rates, or “risk adjusted” rates.22 

For srmplicrty. this paper uses the third method. The illustrations speak of “discounted 

incurred losses” without specrfying the method of discountrng. Note that the discount rate used 

to determine the present value of unpaid losses at the accident date need not be the same as the 

discount rate used to determme the present value of future earnings at the issue date.23 

21 Internal rate of return and asset share pricing models, however, have different 
viewpoints. The internal rate of return model views the insurance transactrons from the 
equityholder’s perspective. It requires surplus commitment and equity flow assumptions 
(Feldblum [1992: IRR]). The asset share model uses the Insurance company’s perspective and 
need not consider equity flows. For instance; Anderson [1959] determines the ratro of the 
present value of profits to the present value of premium, not the return on investment or 
surplus. Thus, the asset share model IS srmtlar to a multi-period internal rate of return model 
In its construction, not rn its perspective. 

22 Wall [1987] and gingham [1990] use risk free rates. Farrley [1979], Myers and Cohn 
[1987], and Buts~c [1988] use nsk adjusted rates, though they determine the adjustment 
differently. The need for risk margms is discussed in CAS Committee on Reserves [1987; 
19911 and CAS Committee on the Theory of Risk [1987; 19911. See also D’Arcy [1987; 
19881; Lowe (19881; FASB jl990]; and Tiller, et al. [1987]. 

2s See Paqum [1987] for a life insurance discussion of different discount rates for cash 
inflows and outflows. 
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SECTION III: ASSET SHARE MODELLING - FOUR ILLUSTRATIONS 

Asset share modelling IS particularly valuable when differences in termination rates influence 

expected profits. The first three illustrations in this section show how an asset share model 

deals with such conditions. The fourth illustratron shows how the movements of the 

underwriting cycle can be incorporated into policy pricing. The illustrations are as follows: 

1 Busyness Expansion: When an insurer begins writing in a new territory or policyholder 

classrfication, most risks are new business, with high loss and expense ratios. Traditional 

rate making procedures show high combined ratios, and the pricing actuary may conclude 

that the business is not profitable. But this is simply the cost of building an insurance 

portfolio. New business IS generally “unprofitable,’ fhough the “loss” may be offset by the 

future profits in a stable renewal book. Asset share modeling helps the actuary determine 

the true profitabrlity of the insurance writrngs. 

2. Classification Relafivities: Traditional rate making methods determine classification 

relativities from loss ratios, perhaps tempered with “expense flattening” procedures. 

Persistency differences among classifications can cause these methods to be misleading. If 

persistency is ignored, then rate relativities are ioo low for the poorly persisting classes 

and Loo high for the long-persistrng classes. The illustration shows an asset share model 

determination of Personal Automobile classificatron relativities for young male drivers. 

3. Compefifive Sfrategy: Traditional rate making procedures match premiums to antrcipated 

losses and expenses. They ignore the future profits and losses from expected renewals. 

Moreover, they ignore the effects of rate revisions on policyholder retention and new 

business production. A rate increase will reduce policyholder retention, particularly among 

the most profitable risks, who can obtain coverage from other carriers. Competitive 

pncing strategy is to rarse or lower rates such that the expected changes in policyholder 

retentron, new business production, and lifetime policy profits or losses will maximize long- 

term income. The illustration shows how asset share modeling determines the optimal 

retired driver discount in Personal Automobile insurance. 
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4. Underwnfing Cycles: Market share and profit obtectrves are the linchpins of competitrve 

strategy. Attempts to gain market share drive the soft phase of the cycle, and attempts to 

restore profits drive the hard phase. It is often unclear whether market share garns during 

the soft phase combined with profits on these policies during the hard phase will lead to 

satrsfactory long-term Income. Asset share modeling enables the actuary to quantify the 

effects of different pricmg strategies on overall returns. 

Rate Revisions and Rates 

Casualty prrcing methods determine rate revisions and rate relativities. not actual rates. For 

instance, the actuary may determme that overall statewide rates should be Increased 10%. or 

that the rate relativity for young male drivers should be changed from 1.750 to 1.850. 

Asset share pricing determines rates, not rate revrsions. Since there is no overall statewrde 

rate, the actuary selects “pivotal” classifications for whrch an actual rate IS determmed. 

lnterpolatron and relativity analyses may be used for other (non-pivotal) classificatrons. 

For Instance, the life actuary may use an asset share model to determine whole life Insurance 

rates for standard rated, non-smoking males at 5 year age intervals (e.g., ages 30, 35, 40). 

The mortality and persistency rates at these ages are derived from their own experience 

combined wrth the graduated experience for the entire insured population. Whole life insurance 

rates for a male aged 37 would be determine by interpolation of the rates for age 35 and age 40. 

The same procedure is applicable to casualty rate making. We determine rates for pivotal 

classificatrons. such as adult married drivers m a given group of terntories, or young 

unmarrred male drivers in an urban area. To form the rates, we use the experience of these 

classificatrons as well as the graduated experrence of simrlar classrfications. We then form 

rates for non-pivotal classrfications by interpolation and relativrty analyses. 
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SECTION IV: ILLUSTRATION 1 - BUSINESS EXPANSION 

Company growth or contraction distorts reported financial results, particularly when the 

expected loss and expense ratios depend on the time since inception of the policy. Even without 

this dependence, business growth raises the statutory combined ratio, since loss reserves are 

held at undiscounted values and acquisition costs are written off when incurred. Deferring 

acquisrtion expenses and adding investment income, to give a “GAAP operating ratio,” does not 

fully resolve the problem, srnce the investment income received in any calendar year derives 

from the business insured in the past. If the insurer is growing rapidly, the investment Income 

received is smaller than the present value of the investment income expected from the current 

block of business.24 

To circumvent this problem, the following illustratrons assume that all figures are restated on a 

fully discounted basis. For instance, the $656 of the first policy year’s losses in the “business 

expansron” illustratron does not mean statutory incurred losses of $656, but fully discounted 

losses of $656. Since the illustration uses a policy year model, not a calendar year model, 

there is no ‘property/casualty type” deferred acquisition cost. There is, of course, a “life 

Insurance type” deferred acquisition cost, since underwriting and acquisition costs are higher in 

the original year of Issue than in renewal years. The asset share pricing model incorporates 

this phenomenon, though without setting up an explicit asset. 

Growth in a New Terrltory 

Suppose a profitable Personal Automobile direct writer expands into a new geographic area m 

1992. To ensure an accurate financial appraisal of the expansion, all statrstrcs on the new 

operation are separately recorded. “Fixed” costs peculiar to the expansion, such as subsidies 

for new agents, construction costs for a new branch office, and extra advertrsmg expenses 

during the first year, are charged to a corporate account: they are not included in these 

statistics. 

24 Because premiums, losses, and insurance industry assets grew faster than after-tax 
investment returns during the 1970’s and 1980’s, statutory operating ratios were understated 
by about 2.2 percentage pomts (Feldblum [1993]). 
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The insurer writes 10,000 policies in 1992, at an average annual premium of 5800. The 

company is satisfied with the new busmess production, and 10.000 new policres are again 

written in 1993. In early 1994, the policy year 1992 results are tabulated, and show a loss of 

$2.4 million, after full discounting of loss reserves. 

The insurer accepts the 52.4 mullion loss as “start-up” costs in addition to what it has budgeted 

to the corporate account, and it continues to add 10,000 new policies a year. But when policy 

year 1993 results, tabulated in early 1995. reveal an additional loss of $1.9 million. company 

management is concerned. In early 1996, policy year 1994 results show a further loss of $1.3 

million. Company management concludes that it erred by expanding too raprdly, and the growth 

program is curtailed. The pricing actuary tries to explain about the cost of new busmess but is 

summarily dismissed. 

Has the company indeed erred? The asset share model shows that the company is earnmg a 19% 

return on surplus, despite Its inexpenenced sales force and lack of name recognrtron in this 

area. The error lies in curtailing a successful program. Yet actuarial generalizations do not 

suffice. The true return and the cause of the reported losses must be clearly presented. 

Asset Share Assumptions 

How can a 19% return on surplus be consistent with losses of 55.6 million in three years? 

Assume the following conditions for this block of busmess: 

1. Premiums: The average policy premrum IS $800 rn 1992. The loss cost trend is 10% per 

annum, and “fixed” expense costs are nsing at 5% per annum. Regulators are not averse to 

insurers in this state, and the company expects average rate increases of 9% per annum. 

2. Losses: The fully discounted loss ratio on new business is 82% m 1992, or an average of 

f656 a car. Loss costs are increasing at 10% per annum. The company expects the average 

loss costs to improve by 3% a year smce policy inceptron, after adjusting for Inflation. For 

example, the average loss cost for new business written in 1993 wrll be ($656)(1.1) = 
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5722. The average loss cost in 1993 for policies orrginally Issued in 1992 wrll be 

($722)(0.97) = 8700.2 5 

3. Expenses: A direct writer has high expense costs the first year but low expense costs in 

renewal years. Simulated expense costs are shown below. 

Exhibit 2: Acquisition and Underwriting Expenses by Policy Year 

Agency Commissions 
Advertising and Other Acq. 
General Expenses 
Premium Tax 
Taxes. Lcenses. and Fees 

Talal Expenses: 

New Policies Renewal Polrcies 

FX?d Var!able Fied Variable 
EXpWlSY EXPWISS EXp.%Xe EXpWX3 

Proviswx7 ProvIsion Provlslon PK&lslOfl 

0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 3.0% 
5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

12.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 
0.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 
0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 

17.8% 30.2% 3.8% 6.296 

Varrable expenses, which vary directly with premium (such as commlsslons and premrum 

taxes), increase at the same rate as premium. We assume that “fixed” expenses, such as 

salaries and rent, increase at 5% per annum. 

4. Persistency: Termtnation rates vary by company, geographic location, class of busrness, 

and various other dimensions. The pricmg actuary has chosen termination rates based on 

pnor experience, begmnmg at 20% in the year the policy is originally issued and declinmg 

to 8% after 15 years. 

5. Present Values: The company determines the present value of future earnings by 

discounhng at its cost of capital, which is 12% in this illustration. 

2s A more realistic model would show a larger effect in the first few policy years and a 
smaller effect in later years. For instance, the improvement in average loss costs from 
policyholder persistency may be 7% in the first year, 5% in the next year, 4% in the next 
year, and gradually decline to 1% after 10 years. There are almost no published statistics from 
which to model this phenomenon, though some data are provided in D’Arcy and Doherty [1990]. 
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The Model 

The asset share model is shown In Exhrbit 3. The present value of current and future profits 

and premium is $489 and $5,012. respectively, for a return on sales of 9.7%. If the Insurer 

has a two to one premium to surplus ratio, the return on surplus is 19.5%.ae 

Exhibit 3: Asset share model for Company Growth (Illustration I) 

Vanable 
PV of Expense 
LOSS Year 1 Aen 
(3) (4) (5) 

656 242 0 
700 0 54 
747 0 59 
797 0 64 
350 0 70 
907 0 76 
363 0 33 

1033 0 91 
1102 0 99 
1176 0 103 
1255 0 117 
1339 0 126 
1423 0 140 
1524 0 152 
1626 0 166 

Expense 
Year 1 Ren 
(6) (7) 

142 0 
0 33 
0 35 
0 37 
0 38 
0 40 
0 42 
0 44 
0 47 
0 49 
0 51 
0 54 
0 57 
0 60 
0 62 

Pews- Cum. 
tency Persls- 
Rat.3 tell@/ 
(3) (9) 

1.000 1.000 
0.350 0.350 
0.360 0.731 
0.870 0.636 
0.330 0.560 
0.390 0.498 
0.900 0.448 
0.900 0.403 
0.910 0.367 
0.910 0334 
0.920 0.307 
0.920 0.383 
0.920 0.260 
0 920 0.239 
0.920 0.220 

Present 
Discount Value of 

PrOfit 
(10) 

Factor 
(11) 

-240 1 .oo 
72 1.12 
80 1.25 
aa 1.40 
95 1.57 

103 1.76 
111 1.97 
119 2.21 
127 2.48 
135 2.77 
145 3.1 1 
: 54 3.40 
163 3.90 
li2 4.36 
I80 4.89 

Profit Premfum 
112) (13) 

-240 300 
64 662 
64 554 
63 469 
61 402 
59 343 
56 305 
54 267 
51 236 
49 209 
47 137 
44 168 
42 150 
39 135 
37 120 

432 4,963 

Policy Prem. 
Year l”m 

(1) (2) 

1 300 
2 372 
3 950 
4 1036 
5 1129 
a 1231 
7 1342 
8 1462 
9 1594 

10 1738 
11 1394 
12 2064 
13 2250 
14 2453 
15 2673 

Total: 

Column (3). “Present Value 01 Loss,’ IS the present value at the begfnnfng of that policy year. 
Column (9). ‘Cumulatw Persistency.” is the downward product of column (3). 
Column (10). “Profit,” equals column (9) limes (column (2) mnus the sum of columns (3, 4. 5. 6. and i)]. 
Column (1 1). “%count Pare,” IS 12% a year compounded annually 
Column (12). “Present Value of ProfIt.” is column (10) Clvfded by column (1 1). 
Column (13), “Present Value of Premium.” is column (2) diwded by column (1 1). 

2s To estimate the total return on surplus, one must consider (i) the investment return on 
surplus funds and (ii) federal income taxes. The investment return on surplus funds as a 
percentage of premiums depends on the premrum to surplus ratto. Federal Income taxes depend 
on tax loss carry-forwards and investment strategy. To avord additional complexities, the 
rllustrations do not Incorporate these Items. In this example, the effects are largely offsetting. 
If the investment return on surplus funds IS 9% per annum, and the margmal tax rate is 34%, 
then the before-tax return on surplus is 19.5%+9.0% = 28.5%, and the after tax return is 
(66%)(28.5%) = 18.8%. In general, however, the effects are not offsetting, and these items 
must be consldered In pricing. 
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Let us consider each column in Exhibit 3. 

1 Column 1 shows the year since the inception of the policy. The policy in this illustration 

was issued in 1992. The figures in the exhrbit pertain to thts policy only, not to a policy 

issued previously or subsequently. 

2. Column 2 shows the average premium: $800 a car in 1992, increasing at 9% per annum. 

3. Column 3 shows the average losses. The loss ratio is 82% for new business, so 82% of 

$800 is $656. Losses increase at 10% per annum. At each renewal, loss experrence is 

slightly better, because poor risks voluntarily terminate and reunderwriting efforts weed 

out unprofitable insureds. The illustratron presumes that the average loss costs in any 

policy year are 3% lower than the average loss costs in the preceding policy year, after 

adjustment for loss cost trend. In a stable book of business, this phenomenon would not be 

noticed, since each policy year has a slmllar percentage of busrness by renewal year. 

In this illustration, $656 increased by 1096 is $722: $722 decreased by 3% is 5700. 

Although the aggregate loss cost trend (10%) is greater than the premrum trend (9%). the 

loss ratio for 10 year old business (68% = 1.176 / 1,738) is lower than the loss ratio for 

new business (82%). 

4. Columns 4 through 7 show expenses. Expenses that vary directly with premrum are 30.206 

of premrum In the year of issue and 6.2% in renewal years. Thus, 30.2% of 5800 is $242. 

and 6.2% of $872 is $54. Fixed expenses average 17.8% of premium m the year of issue 

and 3.8% of premium in the first renewal year. Thus, 17.8% of $800 is 3142. and 3.8% 

of $872 is $33. Fixed expenses increase at 5% per annum. Thus, 105% of 333 is $35. 

5. Column 8 shows the expected persistency rate. The entrres indicate that 85% of new 

policyholders persist into the second year; 86% of second year lnsureds persist into the 

third year; and so forth. The persistency rates in thus illustration are low in the year of 

issue (85%) and increase gradually to 92% by the fifteenth year. 
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6. Column 9 shows the cumulative persistency rate, or the percentage of original insureds who 

persist into any policy year. For Instance, 85% of origmal policyholders persist into the 

second year: 73.1% [=(0.085)(0.086)] of original policyholders persist Into the third 

year: and so forth. 

7. Column 10 shows the profit in each policy year. The profit is the product of the cumulative 

persistency rate and the policy year Income. where the income equals premiums minus 

discounted losses minus expenses. For instance, in the third year, policy year income IS 

$950 - 5747 - $59 - $35 = $109. But only 73.1% of ongmal policyholders persist Into 

the third year, so 73.1% of $109 is $80. 

8, Column 11 shows the discount factors for future earnings. The company’s cost of caprtal m 

this illustration is 12%, so column 11 is 12% compounded annually (e.g., 1.12 2 = 1.25). 

9. Column 12 shows the present value of future earnings. or column 10 divided by column 11. 

Similarly, column 13 shows the present value of future premiums, or column 2 divided by 

column 11. The totals of columns 12 and 13 are $489 and $5,012. respectively. In other 

words, for a policy issued in 1992, the company expects to earn profits with a present 

value of $489 over the next 15 years. The present value of the premiums charged this 

insured, during the same penod and with the same discount rate, IS $5,012. 

Accounting Results and Long-Term Profitability 

The company reported earnmgs of a negative $5.6 million for the first three policy years, even 

after full discounting of losses, This is the result that traditronal actuarial pncing technrques 

would show. Calendar year statutory financial statements, which use undiscounted loss reserves 

and write off all underwriting and acquisition expenses when incurred, show worse results. 

The dependence of loss and expense ratios on the year since the policy was first issued explams 

the difference between the $5.6 mullion loss shown by traditional pricing analyses and the 19% 

return on surplus shown by the asset share model. The results by year of issue and by policy 

year since inception appear below. 
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Exhibrt 4: Results by Year of Issue and Policy Year Since Inception (SOOO) 

Year Policies are Orlglnally Issued 

Policy Year of Earnrngs 
1992 
1993 
1994 

1992 1993 1994 Total 

-2,400 -2.400 
721 -2,625 -1,903 
823 738 -2,873 -1.332 

The entries in the “1992” column are taken from column 10 of Exhibit 3. The entnes in the 

“1993” column are dertved from an asset share model beginnmg one year later. Premiums 

begin 9% higher, lasses begrn 10% higher, and “fixed” expenses begin 5% higher. The entry in 

the “1994” column is derived from an asset share model begmning two years later. 

Federal Income Taxes 

To slmpfify the presentation, federal Income taxes are not considered in these Illustrations. The 

simplest way of incorporating income taxes is to multiply the “profit” column in the 

illustrations by the margtnal tax rate. Thus, the pre-tax loss of $240 tn the year of issue is an 

after tax loss of 1158 (assuming a margmal tax rate of 34%). The pre-tax profit of $72 in 

the second policy year is an after-tax profit of $48. 

With thts procedure, the discount rate used to determine the present value of losses in column 3 

at the beginning of the corresponding policy year should be a before-tax discount rate 

appropriate for losses. and the discount rate used to determine the present value of profits at 

the ongmal policy writing date in column 11 should be an after-tax discount rate. If federal 

income taxes are first applied to the present value of profits in column 12. then the discount 

rate in column 11 should be a before-tax discount rate. In addition, the federal income taxes 

must also be applied to the present value of premiums in column 13. 

Alternatively, one could use after-tax values of premiums (revenues), losses, and expenses in 

columns 2 through 7. In other words, the $800 of premium in the year of issue would be 

replaced by an after-tax revenue of $528. If this procedure is followed, then the discount rates 

used in columns 3 and 11 should be after-tax discount rates. 
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Profitability Measures 

Different measures of profitabllity can be incorporated in an asset share model. The 

lllustratlon discounts future earnmgs at the company’s cost of capital, implying that profits 

should be measured with a return on equity. To avoid the complexities of converting statutory 

surplus to GAAP equity, the illustration assumes that surplus equals equity and that the insurer 

writes at a two to one premium to surplus ratio. 27 Alternatively, one can use the premium to 

GAAP equity ratlo for this insurer, to directly obtain a return on equity. 

One could also use asset share modeling to determine the “break-even” pomt. The company may 

ask: “Is wrltlng Insurance policies more profitable than simply Investing the equity In financial 

securities of similar risk?” Assume that securities of similar risk are yielding 10% per 

annum. The insurer would use a 10% discount rate In columns 3 and 11. discount losses to the 

same date as premiums are collected, and determine whether the present value of the total In 

column 12 is greater or less than zero. 

One can Incorporate asse: share pricing into an internal rate of return model. Instead of the 

“present value of losses” In column 3. one would show several columns of cash transactions: 

losses pald. investments made, and investment income received. One would combine the cash 

transactrons from the Insurance operations with assumed equity flows and determine the 

internal rate of return to the equity providers (see Feldblum [1992: IRR]). 

In sum, asset share pncmg is not restrlcted to any particular measure of profitability. Rather, 

whatever measure is used should be applied to the entire life of the policy, not to a smgle policy 

year or a smgle calendar year. 

27 In practice, GAAP equity is generally greater than statutory surplus, because of deferred 
acqulsltion costs, non-admitted statutory assets, unauthortzed and “late-pay@’ remsurance 
penalties, Schedule P penalties, and the carrymg value of subsldiarles. Offsetting these are the 
non-recognition of deferred federal tax liabllitfes on unrealized capttal gains and the 
amortlzatlon of bonds in good standing under statutory accounting. See Berthoud [1988] and 
AICPA [1990] for comparisons of statutov and GAAP accounting. Overall, Rosenthal [?9tX] 
estimates that average GAAP equity IS 25% greater than statutory surplus for 
Property/Casualty Insurers. The economic net worth of the insurer is greater than GAAP equity 
because of the unrecognized interest discount in the loss reserves. 
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SECTION V: ILLUSTRATION 2 - CLASSIFICATION RELATIVITIES 

Traditional rate makmg procedures determine classrficatron relativities by comparing relative 

loss ratros or pure premiums among groups of insureds (Conger [1987]. Harwayne [1977]). 

For instance, if adult drivers (the “base” class) have average losses of $400 a year, and young 

male drivers have average losses of $900 a year, then young male drivers are assigned a 

classrfication relativity of 2.250. Simltarly, if urban residents, with a territorial relativity 

of 1.500. have an average loss ratio of 70%, and the average loss ratio of all drivers in the 

slate is 75%, then the territonal relatrvrty for urban drivers should be reduced to 1.400 

[=(1.500)(70%)+(75%) ]. 

Expense Flattening and Persistency 

Expense flattening procedures have refined classification rate making, by separating expenses 

into those that vary directly with premium, or “variable” expenses, and those that do not. or 

‘fixed” expenses (IS0 [n.d.]: Hunt [1978]; Childs and Currie [1980]; Wade [1973]). In the 

first example in the paragraph above, suppose that average losses for all drivers is $500 a 

year. “variable” expenses average S150 a year, and ‘fixed” expenses average $100 a year. 

Variable expenses are 150+750 (20.0%) of premium. Average losses are $400 for the base 

class and $900 for young male drivers, so the gross premrums are 

Base class (adult drivers): premium = $400 + $100 + 20% x premium, 

or premium = $625. 

Young male drivers: premium = $900 + $100 c 20% x premium, 

or premium = 61,250. 

The classification relativrty for young male drivers is 2.000 [ = 1,250 + 625 1. 

These procedures fail to incorporate differences in persrstency patterns among classes of 

insureds, resulting in inaccurate (and either unprofitable or uncompetrtive) classification 

relativities. In any policy year, ‘fixed’ expenses, as a percentage of total premium, are lower 
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for young male dnvers than for adult drivers, and “variable” expenses, as a percentage of total 

premium, are equal for the two classes. But young male drivers have htgher termtnation rates 

than adult drrvers have. Because of the higher termination rates, the ratio of total expenses to 

total premium over the lilelrme of the policy is greater for young male drivers.zs 

Similar considerations apply to losses. Average tosses, adjusted for loss cost trends, decline as 

the policy matures. The “business expansron” illustration assumed that average losses (after 

adjustment for trend) decline by 3% in each renewal year. lnsureds who terminate qurckly have 

“new business” loss ratios, whrch are generally higher than “renewal business” loss ratios.29 

The effects of persistency patterns on relative loss ratios by class depends on the type of 

classification system used. A sample (albert unrealistrc) example should clarify thus. Suppose 

average losses for adult drivers [the base class] are 5500 a year, average losses for 17 year 

old drovers are $1,000 a year, and all insureds persist for 10 years. In other words, the 17 
. 

year old dnvers have twce the average loss costs of adult drovers. If all expenses vary with 

premium (i.e., there are no ‘fixed” expenses), therr classrficatron relativity should be 2.000. 

But suppose that new business risks have average loss costs 25% higher than renewal busmess. 

All the 17 year old dnvers are new business, but only 10% of the adult drivers are new 

2s See Feldblum [1990A]. The generalization in the text is more applicable to direct 
wnting insurers than to independent agency companres. Cf. also Buck [1978], page 9: “It is 
more expensive to handle a policy for a young, single male in a grven territory than an adult 
policy in the same terntory. This difference can be attnbuted to such factors as more frequent 
policy changes and flat cancellations in the youthful male policies.” Aetna [1978], page 64, 
points out that the insurer “must charge policyholders for the underwnting costs of rejecting 
applications. The amount charged to a policyholder would have to exceed that actual cost to 
compensate for the costs assccrated with the applicatrons of rejected applicants, from whom the 
company collects no premium.” Since underwriting refections are more likely for young male 
applicants, more of this extra expense would be allocated to this class. 

2s The cause and effect relationships are unclear. Perhaps young male dnvers, who have 
higher loss ratios, have poorer persistency, so higher loss ratios also appear on new busrness. 
Or perhaps persrstrng dnvers have lower loss ratios, so young male drivers, who terminate 
frequently, have higher loss ratios. As Steve D’Arcy has pointed out to me, one must take care 
not to double count these effects. See alsc the followmg paragraphs In the text. 
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busmess.“c The 17 year old drivers’ average losses will drop to $800 during renewal years, so 

the 2.000 classification relallvlty is too high. An Insurer can profit in the long-run by 

reducing the classification relativity for 17 year old drivers and increasing its market share. 

Determinants of Rate Relativitles 

The correct relatrvlty depends on the classification system, the average losses and persistency 

rates by classification, and the strength of loss ratio improvement by policy year.31 Asset 

share pricing models enable the actuary to determme accurate and profitable relativity factors. 

This illustration compares young male drivers with adult dnvers to determine the 

classification relativity factors. We need the information listed below, of which the second and 

third are essential for the asset share model. 

1 The dimensions of ihe classification system. 

2. The relative average loss costs of these two groups of msureds. 

3. The relative average persistency rates of these two groups of insureds. 

4. The strength of loss ratio improvement by policy year for these insureds. 

The Classification System 

The expected losses, expenses, and the current year’s premium do not depend on the shape of the 

classlficatlon system. Future years’ premium are affected by such factors as renewal discounts 

30 Adult drivers persist for 10 years, so (in a steady state) 10% are in their first policy 
year, 10% in the second policy year, and so forth. This would be correct were there no 
switching of classifications. Since there is switching - that is, some adult drivers were first 
Insured as young drivers - less than 10% of adult drivers are new business, If 25 is the 
minimum age for adult drivers, then drivers first insured below age 25 spend some renewal 
years in the adult classification but their first policy years as young dnvers. 

31 The interrelationships among these dimensions are complex. For Instance. a 22 year old 
unmarried male driver who lust completed college may have high expected losses. But If he is 
beginning a stable job, is engaged to be married, and is buying a house in a quiet suburb, his 
expected losses may drop quickly. In contrast, a 40 year old married woman may have low 
expected losses, but she may show no loss ratio improvement for the next 10 years. 
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and age boundanes between driver classes.32 

Suppose an asset share model is being used for an 18 year old unmarried male driver. If the 

insurer differentrates between “males aged 25 and under” and “adult drivers,” then this driver 

will spend 8 years in the “young male” classification. Since average losses decline rapidly 

between ages 17 and 25, his premium is probably too low for the next 3 or 4 years and too high 

for the subsequent 4 or 5 years. Termmation rates are high for young male drivers but 

decrease with durahon of the policy, so his expected termination rate will start high but decline 

markedly over the next 8 years. A renewal discount wtll Improve persistency but reduce 

renewal gross premiums. 

Ideally, the classification system should be designed from the results of an asset share model. In 

practice, the classification system may be a “given” for the pricing actuary. In the 

“classrficatron relatrvmes” illustratron (this section), the classification system is given. In 

the “competitive strategy” rllustratron (the followmg sectron), the classification system is 

designed from the asset share model. 

Coverage Mix 

Two types of differences affect ciassificatron reiativities even for single policy year costs (that 

is, not considering persistency effects). First, average losses for any coverage vary by 

classificatron. For instance, young male drivers have higher expected bodily injury losses than 

adult drivers have. Second. the coverage mrx varies by classification. For Instance. young male 

drivers are less likely to purchase physrcal damage coverages or excess limits for liability 

coverages than adult dnvers are. 

If the ratio of expenses to premium did not vary wrth the coverage mix, or wrth the average loss 

per policy, then classificatron relativities would be similar to loss cost relativrties. But “fixed” 

expenses do not vary directly with premium. They remarn fixed regardless of the number of 

coverages. limrts of liability, or deductibles chosen (Childs and Curne [1980], pages 53-54). 

32 Persistency rates, which are influenced by relative future prices between the current 
insurer and its peer companres. also depend on the classrfication system. 
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Policy Basis versus Coverage Basis Rate Relativities 

We can use an asset share prlcmg model to develop rate relativlties on either a policy basis or a 

coverage basis. The policy basis model compares losses and expenses for all coverages combined 

among classes of insureds. The resultant rate relativlties must then be allocated to coverages. 

For instance, If the policy basis rate relativity for young male drivers is 2.0, and the premium 

volumes for liability and physical damage coverages are equal. the rate relativities by coverage 

might be 2.5 for liability and 1.5 for physical damage. When the coverage mix differs by 

classification, the allocatlon of the rate relativities may be complex. 

The coverage basis model compares losses and expenses for an Individual coverage among classes 

of insureds. The “fixed’ expenses must be allocated to coverage before the asset share pricing 

model is used. Since some expenses do not vary with the number of coverages. the premiums 

rates are not additive: that IS. there should be a “multiple coverages” discount. For instance, If 

the Indicated rates are $500 for liability and $300 for physical damage, the correct rates 

might be $535 for liability alone, 5325 for physlcal damage alone, and $780 for all coverages 

combined. Even when these differences are too small for practical application, the pricing 

actuary should know whether the rates are over- or under-stated for each classification and 

coverage combmarion. 

Policy Basis Loss Cost Aelativities 

Policy basis loss cost differences between young male drivers and adult drivers depend on three 

factors: 

1. YOUng ffla/8 driver faf8 r8lafivifies by coverage: Average rate relatiVitieS for young male 

drivers are approximately 2.5 compared with the base classification rate (adult pleasure use). 

The rate relativlties vary among insurers, depending on (i) the definition of young male drivers 

[e.g., “25 and under,” “29 and under,” and so forth] and (ii) the other classification 

dimensions. such as years of driving experience and past accident history. Some states, such as 

New York, require separate relativities for Comprehensive coverage, and some insurers use 
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separate relattvntes in other states as well. The total average young male driver rate relativity 

to that of a// drovers IS approximately 2.0.3s 

2. Physical damage coverage by classhafion: Young male drovers are more likely than other 

drivers to have liability coverage but no physical damage coverage, because thetr premiums are 

high. they drive less valuable automobiles, and they may be less able to afford insurance (cf. 

Aetna [1978]. page 26). 

3. Average liabhty mcreased iimffs and physical damage deductibles: Young male drivers have 

lower average liabtlity limtts and higher average physical damage deductibles for a given type of 

automobile. The higher average premiums for young male drivers, the fewer assets they have to 

protect, and the reluctance of company underwrtters to provide high liability limits or full 

physlcal damage coverage to high risk drivers are the major reasons for this. 

For the “classlficatton rate making” illustration, we use a coverage based asset share pricing 

model. Since the average coverage basis rate relattvtties are greater than the average poltcy 

basts rate relattvities (about 2.O:l versus 1.5:1), and much of the fixed expenses relate to per 

policy expenses, not per coverage expenses, we must adjust the per coverage fixed expenses by 

classtficahon. asslgnmg a htgher dollar amount to young male drivers than to adult dnvers.34 

3s See IS0 [1989], pp. G-10 through G-13. IS0 classtfies young male dnvers as (i) under 
25 years of age If married or not the owner or principle operator of the vehicle and (ii) under 
30 years of age if unmarried and the owner or principle operator. Rate relatlvities range from 
1.15 for a 21 through 24 year old “good student” married male usmg the automobtle for 
pleasure use to 3.75 for a 17 year old unmarned male drivmg his car to work and not eltgtble 
for a good student credit. Several jurisdictions, such as Massachusetts and California, prohtbtt 
classificatton by age, sex, or manta1 status (refs). In these states, rate relativities are 
determined along other dimensions. 

34 An illustration should clanfy thts. Suppose class A purchases both liabrlity and physical 
damage coverages while class 8. ‘with a stmtlar number of insureds. purchases only liabtlity 
coverage. Expected losses and variable expenses are 5600 for each coverage and. each 
classification. and per policy ftxed expenses are $100 a policy. 

The ratio of fixed expenses to gross premiums for the entire line of business is 10% [ = 200 + 
(600+600+600+200)]. Equivalently, fixed expenses are one nmth of losses plus vartable 
expenses. If we used thts ratio to assign fixed expenses by class, we would assign 5133 [ = 
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Persistency by Classification 

An insurer selling whole life coverage expects to show an accounting loss during the first policy 

year. For medically underwritten risks. the acquisition and underwrmng costs generally 

exceed the first year premium. For guaranteed issue polictes. adverse seiection rarses first 

(5600+$600)+9] to class A and 367 [ = S600+9 ] to class B. 

Similarly. If we first allocated fixed expenses by coverage, we ‘would assign $133 to liabtlity 
and 567 to ohysical damage, smce liabtlity has twice the “losses plus variable expenses” that 
physical damage has. Splitting the 5133 equally between classes A and B gives the same result 
as before. The expense flattenmg procedure suggested by IS0 [n.d.] begins with fixed expenses 
by coverage, so it would not solve the problem outlined here. 

But this allocatlon IS not correct. Since class A has twice the premium per policy that coverage 
B has, the ratio of fixed expense to premium for class B should be twice that for class A. [Thus 
is an extended “expense flattening” procedure.] Thus, (600+600)(x) + (600)(2x) = 200. or 
x = 8.33%. For the liability coverage, the expense loadings should be ($600)(8.33%) = 550 
for class A. and (9600)(2)(8.33%) = 3100 for class B. For the physrcal damage coverages. 
the expense loading should be (f600)(8.33%) = 850 (for class A). 

For the example in the text, adult drivers have about four thirds [2.0 + 1.51 as much coverage 
per policy as young male drivers have. A precise quanttfication of the fixed expenses by class is 
difficult for several reasons. First, fixed expenses are not strictly “per policy” expenses. For 
example, underwrtting efforts are greater for a policy with both liability and physical damage 
coverages than for a policy wtth only liability coverage. Second, many fixed expenses, such as 
underwntmg expenses, vary with the quality and type of rusk. Louis E. Buck, in summarizing 
the findings of the Aetna Automobile Insurance Affordability Task Force for the National 
Associatton of Insurance CornmIssIoners (Zone IV meeting, Indianapolis. Indiana. October 9, 
1978), said: “_ there are differences by classification in the cost of handling policies. It is 
more expensive to handle a policy for a young, single male in a given territory than an adult 
policy in the same terntory. Thts difference can be attributed to such factors as more frequent 
policy changes and flat cancellabons tn the youthful male poiictes.” His accompanying statistics 
show policy processing costs to be 50% to 100% higher for youthful unmarried male drivers 
than for adult drivers. See Aetna [1978], statement of Louis E. Buck, page 9. 

There is no rigorous quantification of fixed expenses by classificatton in this paper. Hogever. 
the dollars of fixed expenses per coverage in each policy year are higher for young male drivers 
in the asset share pricing model than for adult drivers. Expense flattening procedures. which 
are incorporated automattcally in the asset share pricing model. reduce the “proportional” fixed 
expense loading for young male drivers in each policy year. Persistency patterns raise the 
lifetime “proportional” fixed expense loading for these insureds compared to adult drivers. 
These effects can be seen in Exhibits 6 and 7. 
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year benefit costs. In either case, the loss turns into a profit as the policyholder persists. 

Similarly. an insurer selling Personal Automobile coverage expects an accounting loss durrng 

the first policy year, since both expenses and loss costs are higher that year. As with life 

insurance, the loss turns into a profit as the policyholder persists. 

Expected long-term profits depend upon the policyholder persistency rates, in addition to 

premrum. loss, and expense levels. Since persistency varies by classrficatton. the rate 

relattvrttes must consider perststency rates as well. 

Classification differences may be based on either current classification or original 

classification. In most lines of insurance, the classtfication does not change: a frame burlding 

does not develop into a masonry building (Homeowners’), a retailer does not become a 

manufacturer (Workers’ Compensation), an architect does not become a lawyer (ProfessIonal 

Liability). But Personal Automobrle classification do change, as young drivers become adults, 

as urban residents move to-the suburbs, and as new cars age. 

Young Male Drivers 

Traditional rate making procedures consider current classification. Premrum rates decline 

when the young male marries or ages, not,before. Asset share pricing models consider onginal 

classrfication and expected future changes: if we wnte a policyholder now, what IS the expected 

long-term income?35 

Persistency rates by duration are most easily determined for current classifications. such as 

the percentage of young male drivers in their fifth policy year who persist into their sixth 

year. But If :he young male classification consists of male drivers under 25 years of age, the 

group constdered in the previous sentence are drivers origmally insured below 20 years of age. 

3s Pricing decisions htnge on supply and demand consrderations. though these factors are 
hard to include in traditional rate making methods. The insurer asks: “If we raise the pronllunl, 
what happens to expected long-term income?” Raising premium helps the current year’s 
income, but it lowers persistency. The next illustration. “competttive strategy,’ shows how 
asset share pricing models deal with this issue. 
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These drivers have different persistency rates from drivers onginally Insured from 22 to 24 

years of age. The persistency of young male drivers in their fifth policy year does not tell us 

the expected fifth year persistency of young male drovers. We need persistency rates by 

original classification, not current classrfication. 

Model Assumptions 

For the asset share model, we begin with pivotal classifications: the adult pleasure use (the base 

class) and unmarried males aged 21 and 22 who drive to work. We need :o know three 

differences by classtfication to form rate relativities: average loss costs, average fixed expense 

costs, and persistency rates. For this illustration, we assume the following differences; in 

actual pricing work, we would derive these from past expenence: 

l Average liability loss costs are 5400 per annum for adults and $1.000 per annum for 

young male drivers. Were all expenses proportional to premium, and were persistency 

rates the same for both classes. the rate relativity for young male drivers would be 2.5. 

l Average premium for all drivers is $550. Average first year fixed expenses are 17.8% 

of this, or $98. Adult drivers are less expensive to underwrite, especrally per 

coverage. There are fewer underwriting rejections among adult drovers. and they 

purchase more coverages. so average fixed expenses per coverage is 1096 less, or $88 

per policy for the liability coverages. Conversely, young male drivers are more 

expensive to underwrite, especrally per coverage. Underwriting rejections are more 

common, some applicants never remit the premiums, and many drivers purchase only 

basic limits liability coverages. Average fixed expenses for the liability coverages are 

20% higher, or $1 17 per policy.36 

se Cf. Aetna [1978], page 64: ‘In considering how expenses should be allocated to policy- 
holders, it must also be noted that the company must charge policyholders for the underwriting 
costs of rejecting applications. Thus, even if the actual costs of underwriting each accepted risk 
were known, the amount charged to a policyholder would have to exceed that actual cost to 
compensate for the costs associated with the applications of rejected applicants. from whom the 
company collects no premium.” 
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l Retention rates are higher for adult drivers than for young male drivers. We use the 

simulated rates In Exhibit 5 to Illustrate the asset share pricing model. Actual rates 

vary by Insurer. distribution system, and classification plan, so these rates may not be 

appropriate for any given carrier. 

policy Year 

Young male 
Adult 

Exhibit 5: Persistency Rates by Duration and Classification 

7 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 

60 65 70 73 76 79 a2 85 
82 86 67 88 69 90 90 91 

9 lc+ 

68 90 
91 92 

The classification plan, average loss costs, average fixed expenses, and persistency rates are 

given. We assume that the insurer writes at a 2:l premium to equity ratio and desires a 15% 

return on equity. Thus, we use the asset share pricing model to determine a 7.5% return on 

premium for each class and then derwe the rate relatlvltles from the resulting premtums. 

Exhibits 6 and 7 show the calculations. For each class, we select a starting gross premium and 

increase it 9% per annum, which determines the vanable expenses in all future years. In the 

first year, fixed expenses are $88 for adults and $117 for young male dnvers. We use the 

same ratio of renewal to first year fixed expenses as in the previous illustration, 3.8% to 

17.8%, and Increase the fixed expenses by 5% per annum. For adult drivers, $88 x 3.8% + 

17.8% = $19: this IS then increased by 5% per annum to gwe all the fixed expense entries. 

As before, the loss costs shown in the exhibit are discounted to the beginning of the 

corresponding policy year. The present values of future profits and premiums at the original 

policy Issuance date are determined at a 12 % interest rate, which is the assumed cost of capital. 

The onginal premium has been selected such that the ratio of the present value of all future 

profits to the present value of all future premiums is 7.5% for both classes. 
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Asset Share Results 

The indicated premmms are 6475 for adults and $1,270 for young male drivers. Note that 

l The loss cost relativity is 2.50, or $l,OOO + $400. 

- The fixed expense cost relatrvity is 1.33, or 1.2 + 0.9 (= $117 + $88). 

l The rate relativity is 2.67, or $1.270 .+ $475. 

Pncing procedures used in the 1960’s would have set the rate relativity equal to the loss costs 

relativity, or 2.50. Since the fixed expense relativity is only 1.33. expense flattenmg 

procedures would have reduced the rate relativity. But the persistency differences between the 

two classes show that even the loss cost relativity is too low. A premium rate relativity of 2.67 

is needed to equalize the returns between these two classes. 
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SECTION VI: ILLUSTRATION 3 - COMPETITIVE STRATEGY 

The illustration presented in Section IV, “business expansion,” took the environment as given 

and asked, “Is the growth strategy profitable?” The illustration in Section V. “classification 

relativities.” took the insured population as given and asked: “What prices are equitable?” 

This is the traditional ratemaking perspective: the actuary aligns premiums with anticipated 

losses and expenses for a given insured populabon. Competitive strategy reverses the question: 

“How can the pricing structure create a more profitable consumer base?’ 

Some insurers have excelled at this task. New products, such as package policies, modifications 

to existing products, such as replacement cost coverage, and classification revisions, such as 

retlred driver discounts, have spurred sustamed growth for these earners. 

Two conslderabons should be kept in mind when seeking to change the insured population: 

l Any strategy may affect new business production or retention rates. For instance, the 

introduction of various professional liability coverages created a new clientele, whereas the 

expansion of experience rating plans increases renewals among desirable insureds. [Some 

new products, such as universal life insurance, serve both functions: they are savings 

vehicles for investors otherwise uninterested in life insurance, and they are replacement 

vehicles for insureds who might drop Inefficient whole life policles.] 

Traditional ratemaking procedures are cost-based. The pricing actuary equates premiums 

with anticipated losses and expenses, so economic profits are eliminated. In practice, 

insurers seek to optimize certain goals, such as profits or market share. The price 

elasticity of demand becomes a crucial determmant of optimal strategy. That is, premium 

rates and relativlties affect consumer demand and the mix of insureds. thereby affecting 

insurer profitability. 
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Cars and Courage 

“Although courage is a splendid attribute in rfs place, ifs place is not at the wheel of 

an automobile.” - Ambrose Ryder [19X3 

Early classification schemes had surcharges for older drivers: reactions slow as the body ages, 

and senior citizens lack the quick reflexes of their sons and daughters. Insurance experience, 

however, eventually showed the effects of youthful intrepidity, as Ambrose Ryder notes. The 

physical limitations of older drivers make them less capable of escaping from dangerous 

situations. But their awareness of these limitations make them far less likely of entering into 

dangerous situations.37 

The exposure to road hazards declines as drivers age. Older drivers, partrcularly after 

retirement, spend less time behind the wheel (Buck [1978]. page 6). They less frequently 

drive to work, take kids to amusement parks, or attend late parties. As a result. many insurers 

now provtde discounts for older or retired drivers. 

Older drivers not only have lower expected loss costs, they also have less impetus to price shop 

at renewal time. Younger drivers with high premiums have incentives to find lower cost 

coverage, and they hear about competing rates from frrends or at work. Older drovers. wrth 

37 Ryder [1935]. page 143. says: “The next question is whether a driver is a better nsk 
because he reacts one-fifth of a second quicker than the average. Various devices have been on 
the market for testing the reaction times to danger signals. I think these are all very 
interesting and may possibly prove of value, but generally speaking the person who is quick on 
the trigger and who reacts very promptly is probably a less desirable risk than the more 
phlegmatic person who likes to think things over two or three times before he decides to do 
anything. The latter type will not react as qurckly to the sudden danger that presents itself to 
his oncoming car but on the other hand neither will he be so likely to allow himself to get into a 
position where any sudden danger will arise that WIII require a one-tenth of a second reaction. 
Give me my choice and I WIII take the man who is not so quick on the trigger in everything he 
does In life. 

‘If the individual driver is going to be measured for his reactions to danger, it is even more 
important that he should be measured for his willingness to keep away from danger. . The 
timid soul is a much better nsk that the danng young man who has the courage to drive his car 
at 90 miles per hour on a slippery road. The best type of risk, therefore, is the person who is 
really afraid to take unnecessary chances.” 
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lower premiums and often less information about competing carriers, have less incentive and 

opportunity to price shop. 

This section examines the pricing of a retired driver discount. The relevant considerations for 

the asset-share model include 

l Expected loss costs by policyholder age. 

l Persistency rates by policyholder age and policy duration. 

l Price elasticity of demand: that is, the effects of price on retention rates. 

A Heuristic Illustration 

The actual data used to price a retired driver discount are complex, though the principles are 

straightfonuard. To see their Importance. let us consider a simple illustration, from both a 

traditional ratemaking perspective and from an asset-share pricing perspective. 

Suppose an automobile insurance policy is offered, with a life of five years. That is, each 

insured purchases coverage for five years, though not necessarily with the same carrier each 

year. Cost and persistency assumptions are as follows: 

l Expected loss plus expense costs, including a reasonable profit, are $100 the first year, 

$90 the second year, $80 the third year, $70 the fourth year, and $60 the fifth year. 

l The market is competltlve. and consumers are most sensitive to price at early durations. 

Your major competitor IS offering the same product for $90 each year. If you price below 

the competitor’s rate, your insureds will renew their policies. Moreover, you will attract 

50% of your competitor’s insureds in the first policy year, 25% in the second policy year, 

and none in subsequent policy years. If you price above your competitor’s rate, you will 

attract none of your competitor’s business, and you WIII lose 50% of your first year 

insureds and 25% of your second year insureds. If you price at the same level as your 

competitor. you WIII neither attract your competitor’s insured nor lose your own business. 



. You and your competitor each begrn with 200 potential insureds. That is, if you charge 

equal rates, you ~~111 each have 200 insureds each year. 

. For simplicity, there is no “time value of money.” That is, interest and inflation rates are 

both 0%. and future events are certain. [The actual asset share pricing model, of course, 

determines present values of future profits and losses.] 

These assumptions are summarized below. 

Policy 
Year 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Competltlve Prfclng Illustration 

Expected Competitor’s Effect of Rate Lavel 
cost Rate on Retention and Production 

$100 $90 5 0 % 
90 90 25 
80 90 0 
70 90 0 
60 90 0 

The traditional ratemaking philosophy says that premiums should correspond to expected costs: 

5100 the first year declining to $60 the fifth year. With these rates, you WIII loss 100. or 

50%. of your potential insureds the first year. In subsequent years, you will nerther lose nor 

gam insureds. srnce In the second policy year you and your competitor have the same rates, and 

in the following policy years, insureds are not price sensitive. You will earn “normal” profits 

on this book of 100 insurads for five years, and you will have a 50% loss of market share. 

But suppose you price the policy at $65 each year. 

l The first year you attract 100 of your competitor’s insureds and lose $15 on each policy. 

l The second year you attract 25 of your competitor’s insureds and lose $5 on each policy. 

l You retain these 325 policyholders for the next three years and earn $5, $15. and 325 per 

insured each year. 
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Your net profit is 

(300)(415) c (325)(-55) + (325)(+$5) + (325)(+$15) t (325)(+S25) = $8,500. 

The factors used in this illustrations are oversimplified. For instance, the effects of rate level 

differences on business retention depend on the magmtude of the difference, not just on which 

competitor has the lower rate. 6ut the prmciple is clear, and ;t is directly applicable to actual 

pricing problems: Since future profits are embedded in business renewals, long-term profits 

may be increased by incurrmg short-term losses to gain good risks.. 

Retired Drivers 

The characteristics of this illustration are equally applicable to retired driver discounts: 

. Average loss costs decrease markedly as the policyholder ages. At age 55. the msured drives 

to work each day and is exposed to road hazards. At age 65. the insureds makes less use of 

the automobile and loss costs drop. 

l The price elasticity of demand, or the extent of comparison shopping, decreases as ihe 

policyholder ages, [Equivalently, “consumer loyalty” increases as the policyholder ages.] A 

driver is more likely to switch carriers at age 55 than at age 65 to obtain a lower rate. 

Optfmal pricmg strategy calls for underpricmg insureds in their SO’s, to gain market share 

among this desrrable group, then reap the profits when the policyholders advance into their 

60’s and 70’s. Since expected loss costs decline when the driver retrres, a level rate, or even a 

slightly decreasing rate, WIII cause the transition from losses to gams as the polrcyholder ages. 

The pricing mechanics will be shown with an asset-share model. The task of the actuary IS not 

simply brmgfng premium to current level or developing losses to ultfmate. so as to esttmate 

future costs, Rather, optimizing long-term profits requires offering a discount before short- 

term data seem to justify it. The actuary must determine the initial age of the retired driver 

discount and its optimal magmtude, based on competitor acllons and market share implications: 
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l Age: The appropriate age is before actual retirement and even before any substantial decline 

in losses. The optimal age depends on the relationshlp between policyholder age and 

persistency and on the discounts offered by competitors, in addition to expected loss costs by 

age. [In the illustration above, termination rates drop from 50% in the first policy year to 

0% in the third policy year. Actual termination rate differences are hardly so extreme.] 

l Magmlude: The optimal size of the discount depends on the price elasticity of demand and the 

rate structures of peer companies. in addition to expected loss costs. In the illustration 

above, there is only one competitor, and demand is extremely elastic. In praclice. you must 

examine the rate structures of your competitors and estimate the effects of rate differences 

on retention rates and new business production. 

Model Assumptions 

To determine the optimal age and magnitude for the retired driver discount, the asset-share 

pricing model requires two sets of assumptions. Some assumptions are grounded in empirical 

data: others must be projected by the actuary. 

Loss Costs by Age of Policyholder 

Many insurers examme loss costs by age of policyholder to support classification relativities. 

Exhibit 8 shows loss ratio relativities by policyholder age, separately for new and renewal 

business.ss The relativity shows the ratio of the loss ratio in that row to the average loss ratio 

for all rows combmed. 

3s The data are shown for all coverages combined. Actual experience differs somewhat by 
coverage and between frequency and severity. We use loss ratio relativities because absolute 
dollar expected loss costs vary with inflation, absolute loss ratios vary with the stage of the 
underwriting cycle, but loss ratio relativlties are stable over time. 
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Exhibit 8: Loss Ratio Relaflvities by Policyholder Age 

Policyholder 

4 

New Business 
LR Relativrty 

Renewal Business 
LR Aelatrvity 

20 - 49 1.02 1.03 
50 - 54 1 .oo 0.98 
55 - 59 0.94 0.83 
60 . 64 0.84 0.72 
65 - 69 0.82 0.65 
70 - 74 0.96 0.76 
75 & older 1.10 0.98 

Total: 1.00 1 .oo 

The loss ratio relattvrties are similar to those in the heunsttc illustratron provtded earlier: 

about unity for drivers below age 55. but dropprng as low as 65% as the policyhoider ages.29 

3s The loss ratio differences are more pronounced for extstrng polrcyhotders than ior new 
insureds. For new business, the loss ratto relativtties never dip below 62%. The loss ratro 
relativities for renewal policyholders are at or below this level from age 55 through 74. 

This difference makes sense, since the effects of agmg differ among msureds. Some retired 
drivers drive less and drove more carefully; these are the best risks.. Others find therr 
responses dulled, but do not change their drivmg habtts: these are dangerous rnsureds. 

Why would a 65 year old driver be looking for a new auto insurance policy7 Many retrred 
persons own therr own homes and have close friends In their neighborhoods. They are not 
inclined to move elsewhere and begin new lives or careers - the most common motive for 
switching insurers. Those who do move often do so because of falling health. They )otn 
retirement communrttes, enter old age homes, or live with therr children. They are not usually 
seeking new auto policies. 

Insurers frequently review the policies of drivers who have had recent accidents. If the insurer 
believes the driver is too rrsky. it may termmate the policy or “discourage’ renewal (e.g., by 
indifferent customer service). Some of the retired drivers seeking new automobile insurance 
policies have been consrdered poor risks by therr former Insurers. 

Exposure distrrbutions by age of the princrpal operator for new and renewal business reflect 
this. Among existing poiicynolders. older dnvers form a large percentage of the populatton and 
are generally good risks.. Among new insureds, older dnvers form a smaller percentage of the 
population. Some of these insureds are good risks: others are dangerous dnvers. 

For the asset share model, we wtll use the loss ratto relativities for renewal business. The 
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Persistency Rates for Older Drivers 

Retentron rates improve as the policy ages and as the policyholder ages. Sections IV and V show 

simulated perststency rates by policy duration for all drivers, adult dnvers. and young male 

drivers. Simulated persrstency rates for older drivers are shown below. 

Exhibit 9: Persistency Rates by Policyholder Age 

Policyholder Age SO 54 50 62 66 70 74 78 

Persistency Rate 96 95 94 92 90 88 85 80 

These perststency rates differ In two respects from those illustrated for adult drivers and for 

young male drivers m Section V. First, most insureds aged 50 and over are mature renewal 

busmess. stmilar to 10+ policy duration category in Exhibit 5. Thus, the rates for insureds 

aged 50 ihrough 66 are htgh. Second, as policyholders advance into their 70’s. many stop 

dnvrng because of death or ill health, so persistency rates drop. 

In practice. the persistency rates depend upon the premtum discount that is offered. If a 60 

year old driver pays 55OtJ in premium, and a competing carrier offers the same policy for 

$450, the drover IS unlikely to swttcn carriers. That is to say, price elasticrty of demand is 

low, or policyholder loyalty is htgh. However, if the competing carrier’s premium is also 

5500, but It adverttses a retrred drover discount of 10%. the insured is more likely to swatch 

earners. The qualified insured views the retired driver discount as equitable; a carrier who 

does not offer it is seen as unfair. 

We must therefore replace the “persistency rates” in Exhibit 9 with a set of rows, showing 

perststency rates wtth no discount, wtth a 5% discount, with a 10% discount, and so forth. But 

these perststency rates depend on the discounts offered by other carriers. In other words, there 

are no “absolute’ expected rates, smce the expected rates depend on other carriers’ discounts. 

indicated retired drover discounts are not necessarily appropriate for new business. The 
crttena for the discount should be both the age of the policyholder and the number of years since 
inceptton of the policy. 
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The difficulty in forecasting persistency rates highlights the importance of good assumptions. 

The persistency rate assumptions are subjective. at least until one develops the expenence to 

justify them or to amend them. But they are essential for determining optimal pnces. 

For the asset share model, we assume two sets of persistency rates. One set, with lower rates, 

assumes that no premium discount is offered to older or retired drivers. The other set, wtth 

higher rates, assumes a 7.5% discount, which is the “market discount” in this illustratton. 

Exhibit 10: Persistency Rates by Policyholder Age 

Policyholder Age 50 54 50 62 66 70 74 78 

Persrstency: w/ discount 98 97 96 94 92 90 35 90 
Persistency: w/a discount 90 8.5 80 75 80 80 95 80 

The persistency rates Illustrated above assume that most competing carriers offer a retired (or 

older) driver discount to policyholders aged 60, but only some of them offer discounts to 

policyholders in their early or mid-50’s. Thus, persistency rates in the “without discount” 

scenario decline as the policyholder ages from the early 50’s to the mid 60’s. However, if a full 

discount IS offered even to policyholders In their 50’s. few of them switch carriers. 

Determining the optimal premium discount requires several runs of the asset-share prtcing 

model, since the results depend on the actuary’s assumptions. For instance, what effect does a 

7.5% discount have on persistency rates? What effect does persistency rates have on average 

loss costs?40 For simplicity, we use three Iterattons: 

l No carrier offers a retired driver discount. 

l Many peer companies offer the discount, but your company does not. 

l Your company offers a 7.5% discount, which is the prevailing “market” discount. 

40 In life and health insurance, higher termmation rates generally lead to hrgher mortality 
and morbidity costs, since insureds in poor health are more likely to retain their coverage 
(Bluhm [1982]). 
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in each case, we use a 15 year asset-share model for a cohort of insureds aged 52. We assume 

that persistency rates depend on the premium discount offered, but average loss costs do not. 

A. No Carriers Offer Discounts 

Exhibit 11 shows the asset-share model results for a cohort of 52 year old drivers, assuming 

the persistency patterns in Exhibit 10 and the loss ratio relativities In Exhibrt 9. Note several 

differences from the asset-share model results in Section IV: 

l The Section IV illustration models new business production, so new busrness expense ratios 

are used for the first policy year. The cohort of 52 year old drivers in this section consists 

of existing insureds. so only renewal business expense ratros are used. 

l Average loss costs decrease sharply in the first few policy years but then level out. Section 

IV used a 3% decline in average loss costs per policy year: this section uses a 1% decline, 

since most business is mature. In addition, the !oss ratio improvements by policyholder age 

already reflect part of the loss cost improvements as the policy ages. 

The model begins wrth average losses of $600 in the first year and average premrum of 5600. 

because these are existing “high-quality’ insureds. with high persistency rates and declining 

loss costs, profitability is good. The present value of profits over the next 15 years is $1,107, 

and the present value of premiums is $5.505, for a return on sales of 20%. [This is not 

unusual. The insurer has already paid the high costs of new business production and is now 

earning the profits in the renewal book. Similarly, if one excludes the high first year costs in 

the “busmess expansion illustration in Section IV, the return on sales is over 17%.] 

A return on premium measure of profitability is reasonable when market shares remam steady, 

not when market shares are affected by the rate structure. ior instance, suppose an insurer 

writes 10,000 risks at a premium rates of $1,000 apiece, wrth an average loss plus expense 

cost of S900 per risk. The return on premium is 109’0, or Sl,OOO,OOO. Suppose also that If 

the insurer raises rates 50%. it loses most of its busmess. Only 25 of the poorer rusks 

remain, with an average loss plus expense cost of $1,300 per rusk. The return on sales has 
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rmproved to 13.3%. but the dollar amount of profits has declined to 5500,000. The insurer’s 

results have deteriorated, not improved.41 

B. Only Competitors Offer Discounts 

The profitability of this business is good, so carriers seek to increase market share by offering 

retired driver discounts or older driver discounts. Your company wishes to retain its high 

profit margin, so it offers no discount. 

Persistency rates drop sharply. Your insureds see the retired driver discounts offered by other 

carriers, and they perceive your stance as inequitable. Exhibit 12 shows the asset-share 

pncing model results. The loss and expense ratios on any given policy have not changed, so the 

company retains the full profit margin. But retention rates are lower, as more insureds drop 

out each year. Although 42% of insureds persisted through the full 15 years before the rate 

revston. now only 6% do so. The present value of future profits has declined from 51,107 per 

policy to $666 per policy.42 

C. You and Your Competitors Offer Discounts 

To arrest the loss of market share, you offer a 7.5% discount to all drivers age 52 and over, 

which IS the most common market discount (Exhibit 13). The premium discount pleases your 

insureds. so perststency rates are high. Expenses that are a function of premium, such as 

renewal commtsstons and premium taxes, also show a 7.5% decrease, but average loss costs and 

fixed expenses do not change. 

The 7.5% discount can not be justified on a short term basis for drivers in their early to mid- 

41 If the decline in market share is not offset by increases elsewhere, the insurer’s return 
on equity has decreased. For instance, if the insurer has $5 million in equity, then the return 
on equity is ~20% before the rate revision and +lO% after the rate revision. 

42 Since msureds in their 60’s are more profitable than insureds in their 50’s. the 
reductton k-t perststency has a greater effect on the present value of future profits than on the 
present value of future premtums. Thus, the return on premium declines from 20.1% to 
16.7%. 
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50’s. In fact, you show a loss of $2 the first year and inadequate returns the next two years 

(4% on premium). But now 49% of insureds persist for 15 years, and the present value of 

future profits has increased to $797. 

Other Advantages 

Several other aspects of the retired driver discount have not been illustrated In the exhrbits but 

can be incorporated into the asset-share pricing model. 

1. The exhibits show only a 15 year Illustration, as if all insureds terminated at age 67. But 

the insured can expect another 5 or lo/years of steady profits, so the difference between an 

8% persistency rate in the no-discount case and a 49% persistency rate m the 7.5% 

discount case has a great effect on future earnings. Ideally, one should extend the prrcmg 

model until most business terminates. 

2. The exhibits assume no change in the fixed expenses per policy regardless of market share. 

This is reasonable for premium collection costs, policy printing costs, and simrlar 

expenses. Corporate overhead expenses, however, increase as a percentage of premium (or 

on a per policy basis) when market share declines. Ideally, one should have three expense 

categories in the asset-share pncing model: variable expenses, per policy expenses, and 

overhead expenses. 

3. Several effects of policyholder satisfaction are difficult to quantify. If policyholders 

perceive the discount offered at age 52 and over as equitable, there may be fewer instances 

of fraudulent claims. In addition, persistency may improve slightly even for policyholders 

younger than 52. since they expect to eventually qualify for the discount. 

These items should be consrdered when determining the optimal premium discount. Most 

important, though, is a structure that examines long-term profits and market share, such as an 

asset-share model. Without it, the actuary is easily misled, unable to quantify the effecrs 

described in this section. With it. the actuary can project the true profitability of each risk. 
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--- 285 II.8 
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SECTION VII: ILLUSTRATION 4 - UNDERWRITING CYCLES 

TradItIonal ratemaking methods have no place for competrtive pressures, marketplace prices, 

or consumer demand. Actuaries use volumes of data, established procedures for developing and 

trending losses, and careful analyses of requtred profit leveis. Credibility formulas and 

actuarial judgment keep rates on a steady path, never devtating too far from either expected 

costs or past experience. And market prices seem to jump and skip in willful abandon. 

The knowledgeable actuary does not expect market prices to adhere to rate recommendations. In 

a compettttve Industry, prices are set by the market. Actuanes tug at them, sometimes drawtng 

them closer to costs, somettmes finding their afforts to be fruitless. 

But the actuary also knows that rate recommendatrons must consider market prices. If 

competitors are charging $1,400 for a certatn risk, few actuaries would recommend a rate of 

$1.100. If the Insurer wishes to expand In thts market, it might charge a rate of $1,300 and 

stall earn profrts on each risk. If the insurer believes that a rate cut will lead to matchmg cuts 

by competitors, it may continue with the 91,400 price.43 

The actuary’s rate recommendations are based on both expected costs and expected market 

pnces. Market prices follow the course of the underwriting cycle. The future is not known 

with certarnty, but its outline can be traced. 

Indeed. its outltne must be traced. Future losses are not known with certainty either, so 

actuanes examine past claims, observed development patterns, and projected trends to estimate 

future costs. Similarly, investment analysts look at histoncal profit cycles to project future 

earnings. So too must actuartes consider competitive pressures and industry structure to 

project future marketplace prices. 

43 For the economic theory of pricmg m anticipation of competitors’ actions, see Tirole 
[1988] and Scherer [1980]. For the underlytng mathematics. see Varian [1984], Waterson 
j1984], and Shapiro [1989]. For a general business perspective, see Porter [1980]. For an 
application to insurance, see Feldblum [19928]. 
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Let us consider several illustrations; they are all unrealistic, but they clarify the themes. 

Suppose first that 

l Policyholder persrstency is perfect: 100% retentton rates each year. 

l There is no time value of money; alternatrvely, the expected annual increase in profits 

exactly matches the discount rate. 

l The course of the underwriting cycle is known with certamty. 

l The industry alternates between soft (unprofitable) and hard (profitable) markets. The 

average profit exactly matches the insurer’s target return. 

The chart below puts numbers on this illustration. The return on equity generated by this 

policy oscillates between 0% and 20%. The long-term return averages to 10%. regardless of 

when the policy is first Issued. 

2 0 96 

1 5 % 

10% 

5 % 

0 % 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425 

Thus, the cycle has no effect on the insurer’s underwrrting decrsrons. The insurer ~~111 lose 

money in soft markets and make money in hard markets, but the long-term profits do not depend 

on when the policy IS first wrrtten. 

Let us remove the unrealistic assumptions: 

l The retention rates is 90%. Expected profits decltne each year because the insured may 

terminate the policy. The oscrllatory pattern IS dampened, as shown In the chart below. 
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15% 

1 0 96 

5 % 

0 96 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425 

The time value of money has two parts, which must also be incorporated. 

l The insurer’s cost of capital exceeds the expected (inflationary) increase in profits by 5 

percentage points. 

l The course of the underwriting cycle is not certain. To offset the risk of uncertain future 

returns, the insurer discounts expected future returns by 5%. 

The oscrflatory pattern is further dampened. 

1 2 % 

1 0 % 

8 ?/, 

6 % 

4 % 

2 % 

0 96 
123456709 :0111213:41516!71819202122232425 

In the fatter two illustrations. the point in the underwnting cycle at which the policy is issued 

affects the expected long-term return. The asset-share model can be used to quantlfy the 

expected returns, using the same methods employed in the previous sections. 
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SECTION VIII: PROFITABILITY MEASURES 

Profit measurement rn insurance IS difficult, and universally accepted standards do not exist. 

The traditional 5% of 2.5% underwriting profit provision is no longer supported even by the 

NAIC. though a return on premium measure is advocated by several actuaries and economists 

(NAIC [1984]: Wall [1987]; Stewart [1990]). 

The most common life Insurance asset-share profit measure is the present value of future book 

profits (Anderson [1959]; Grrffin. Jones, Smith [1983], page 381). The rationale is that 

book profits determrne the earnrngs available for stockholder divrdends. so thus measure is 

similar to financial measures of investor returns.44 

Two differences between life and property-casualty insurers influence the optimal choice of 

profit measure: 

l Life insurers hold discounted policy reserves, with partial adjustment for deferred 

acquisitron costs, so their book profits are simrlar to economic profits. Property-casualty 

insurers hold full value reserves with no offset for deferred acquisition costs, so book 

profits may differ greatly from economic profits. 

44 Cf. also Larner and Ryan [1991], page 448: “The definition of economic or apprarsal 
value as the present value of future net earnings streams taken at appropriate risk discount 
rates is generally accepted by actuanes and others as a natural one throughout the world in our 
experience. Modern portfolio theory and other investment work provides a theoretical basis 
for the suggestion that the value of a company is the present value of its future net earnrngs.’ 
The Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 19 concerning Actuanal Appratsals [1991], page 4. 
paragraph 5.2.1, explicitly notes the connection between book profits and investment returns: 
‘Distrrbutable Farninas - For insurance companies, statutory earnmgs form the basis for 
determinmg distrrbutable earnings, since the availability of dividends to owners IS constrained 
by the amount of accumulated earnings and minrmum capital and surplus requirements, both of 
which must be determined on a statutory accounting basis. . Economic value generally is 
determined as the present value of future cash flows. Statutory accounting determines the 
earnings available to the owner. Hence, while future earnmgs calculated according to generally 
accepted accounting prmciples (GAAP) WIII often be of interest to the user of an actuarral 
apprarsal, as may other patterns of earnmgs. the discounted present-value calculations 
contemplated wrthm the definrtron of actuarial appraisal in this standard should be developed in 
consideration of statutory earnmgs, rather than some other basrs.” 
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l The life insurance patterns of cash flows, adjusted for policyholder cash values, correspond 

to book profits. For Instance. the first year “investment,” corresponding to the first year 

book loss, is the first year cash outflow to agents and policyholders. Thus, investor returns 

correspond to book profits which correspond to actual patterns of cash flows and 

policyholder cash values. 

Property-casualty insurance lacks this correspondence. First year cash flows are posrtive 

for the insurer. Capital to asset ratios, however, are high. The “investment” at the 

beginning of the insurance transaction is not simply the assets supporting the reserves, but 

also the investor capital “committed” to support the policy. In sum, the book profits for the 

insurer are not necessanly a good proxy for the Implied equity transactions between the 

insurer and its stockholders4s 

Measuring Rods 

There are several methods of adaptmg asset-share profit measures for property-casualty 

operations: 

1 Show economic profits of each year Instead of book profits, by usrng discounted reserves. 

Profits may be measured as a return on surplus, usrng assumed premium to surplus (or 

reserves to surplus) leverage ratros (Butsic and Lerwick [1990]). This IS the profit 

measure used in Section IV, the “business expansion” illustration. 

2. Alternatively, profits may be measured as the net present value of premiums mmus the net 

present value of expenditures (losses, expenses, and taxes). Surplus IS relevant only for 

determining the taxes on investment income derived from capital (cf. Myers and Cohn 

45 In contrast, life Insurance capital to asset ratios are low, and surplus is needed more 
for asset risk and interest rate risk than for insurance risk. In other words, there is no 
“commrtment of surplus” to support the Insurance policy. 
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[1967])4e. This is similar to the dollar measure of profits in Section VI. 

3. Profits may be measured by a multiperiod internal rate of return model, by showmg 

. cash transaction between the Insurer and policyholders or claimants, 

. investment transactions between the Insurers and the financial markets, and 

. the implied equrty transactrons between the insurers and its stockholders (cf. Feldblum 

119921). 

Despite the theoretical accuracy of this procedure, its complex@’ may make it less suitable 

for practical pricmg work. 

4. Some practitioners prefer simpler measures. such as the ‘payback period,” or the number 

of years until the cumulative net present value of profits is positive. In the busmess 

expansron rllustratron. the cumulatrve net present value of profits IS negative for the first 

four years and turns to a posrtive S9 thousand in the fifth year. In other words, a 

policyholder must persrst for at least five years before the transactron becomes profitable 

for the insurer. 

4s Simrlarly. Anderson [1959] recommends that “the profit objective be defined by the 
criterion that the present value of the profits whrch wrll be recerved in the future be equal to 
the present value of the surplus depletron. wrth both present values based on a yield rate or 
yreld rates whrch represent adequate return to the stockholders for the degree of risk Incurred 
in expending surplus m the expectation of receiving future profits. That is, the present value of 
the entire series of profits and losses IS zero” (page 356). 
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SECTION IX: CONCLUSION 

Actuarial prtcing must consider long-term profitability and market share objecbves. not 

merely short-term accounting results. Considerations of persistency patterns, the variation of 

expected losses and expenses with the time since inception of the policy, and the use of a model 

that incorporates these effects are essenttal for accurate ratemaking. 

This paper has presented the fundamentals of such an approach. It builds upon life insurance 

asset-share techniques and adapts them for personal automobile business. 

Some of the specrfic techniques discussed above are new, but the underlying philosophy is not. 

Underwrrters and salespersons of the major personal lines carriers base their marketing 

decisions upon intuitive estimates of long term results. Actuaries, seeking more accurate 

assessments, strive to replace the inturtion with facts. 

A story: At a recent management meeting of Personal Auto underwriting, actuarial, and sales 

executives, the underwriting SVP presented a recurring problem. 

The company has a good. profitable nsk: a married couple Iwith two cars and no c/arms in the 

past 12 years. The couple’s only son has just finished h/s lonior year In high school and 

obfained a driver’s license. By the company’s rating rules, the premium w/J/ increase by 

almost a thousand dollars. 

The underwrrter expects that the son will leave for college after he completes high school, and 

policy will then enjoy 20 profitable years. But he fears that the insured may be so incensed by 

the thousand dollar increase in premium that he will switch carriers. 

Thrs is the type of dilemma discussed throughout this paper. Short-term expectations say that 

the thousand dollar increase in premium is needed for the coming year. Long-term expectattons 

say that this is a foolish pricing strategy. 
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The talents of the actuary are needed. In some cases the thousand dollar increase in premium is 

appropriate. [Suppose the risk has three sons, aged 13. 15. and 17, the oldest of whom just 

recetved his license, and none of whom WIII leave home for college.] The actuary must quantify 

the long-term expected profitability of each risk and then devrse a classificatton scheme that 

differentiates among them. The task is difficult, but the rewards are correspondingly great. 


